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which makes
V,i =-� {1 +2�"cosn7l"G.�-m
},
1

l(l+c)

(182)

where His as before, and, for brevity, additional letters F, G
are introduced, given by
..\(x+y) ).'Jt
F= --l- + RtW'

x+y 2..\t
+RSl'J'
G= -l

(188)

Whilst v1 subsides to zero, v,i augments. In the singular case
of failure, real or apparent, which occurs when c=l, the
extra part v,i jumps from zero to infiniteness instantly.
Real Terminal Conditions. Terminal Arbitraries. Case of
a. Coil. Two Ways of Treatment.
§ 309. Returning now to real electrical conditions, one of
the minor matters that remains to be considered is the
influence of the terminal arrangements on the state of the
cable, when they are initially energised. The existence of
auxiliary functions, one for every independent kind of energi
sation, has been pointed out. Also how, by means of the
conjugate property of complete normal systems, their size
may be determined. But the example given in § 295, relating
to a terminal condenser, and the later examples, were not
sufficiently general to illustrate the matter fully. So now
take some other arrangements.
Say the x =l end of the cable is earthed. Then Z1=0, and,
by (85), §294,
.
cos).�:J sQ
(R sin+Zo-,
V1= -Slll8 (l -X)
--� -(184)
(R sin+ Z0s cos)sl S
is the potential at x ( >y) due to Q at y. Ini.erchanging x and
y makes the potential at x ( <y) due to Q at y. Differentiating
the new expression with respect to x and dividing by - R
produces the expression for the current on the left side of y.
Put x=O in it. The result is
sin s(l - y) _ �g.
(185)
C0=
(I::. sin+ Z0s cos)sl S
This is, therefore, the total current in Z0 due- to Q, reckoned
from left to right.
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We conclude, by reciprocity, that a current momentarily
established in Z 0 will produce potential at y, determined by the
same operator as is concerned in (185 ), when there is magnetic
inertia in Z0• This is easily corroborated. Put an impressed
voltage e at a,=0. The C due to it, on the spot, that is, in Z0 , is
e

e

(186)
-- say,
C ==--:=----,-,-----=
Z 0 +(R/s) tansl Z
because the denominator is the sum of the resistance operators
to right and left of e. This expands, when e is steady, to
ee"1

(187)

C=� dZ'
p
dp

(and a steady term), ranging over the roots of Z =0.
But let e be impulsive, say =pL0C0 , so that L0 C0 is the
momentum generated. Then
p

er>I

O=:z L0O0 = L0C0 �dZ/dp.

Putting t=0 makes the initial state. So
LoCo
Co = � ·dZ/dp

(188)

(189)

must be the expansion of C0 , regarded as initially given to be
the current in Z0 •
Also, the potential at x due to e is got by putting L0pC0 for
e in (59), and Z 1 =0. This makes
operationally, or

&;Jif�:S¥z Lo o,

V=

c

L0C0 R sin s(l - x)
V =�-scossl (dZ/dp) e"',

(190)
(19l)

by the expansion theorem. From this, again, (189) may be
derived. It will be convenient to consider Z0 to be R0 + L0 p
in the above, meaning a coil of resistance R0 and inductance
L0 • At the initial moment, therefore, (191) is the zero
expansion required to suit the case of an energised coil, an
expansion in a Fourier series representing zero within the
limits, such tha.t V shows what it becomes at time t later, as
the coil discharges itself into the cable.
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Next consider the same matter from another point of view,
viz., that of independent normal systems. Put
1·=sins(l-w),

c=icoss(l-w).

(192)

Since v =0 at w=l, these are the proper normal functions for
V and C in the cable, provided s is suitably determined to
satisfy v/c= - Z0 at w=O. That is,

R

Z0 +-tansl=0 Z
=

8

(193)

is the determinantal equation. Provided, then, we include
every possible normal system subject to the last equations,
we see that the initial state is fully specifiable by
V0 =�Av=�Asins(l-w),

(194)

O0 �Ac �Ai cossl,

(195)

=

=

where A is a constant. Given V0 and C0 , the conjugate
property finds A. That property asserts that

SJ:v v d..x - L c c =0,
m ,.

0 m ,.

(196)

where vm, v,. are any two normal systems of potential, and cm,
c,. the currents to match at w=O, because there is magnetic
enlc\rgy in the coil, and electric in the cable. It follows that
A SJV0 2 -L0 20
(197)
Sjv dw- L 0c
finds the coefficient A belonging to any system v, c when V0
is given as a function of w, and C0 has any value we like.
Attending only to the part dependent upon C0, the result is
=

A=

C c

vdx

-L0C0 -� cossl

sG-�)�L �cossl)"'
0

( 9 )
l S

which, used fa (194), completes the solution so far as C0 is
concerned, since the state at time t is deducible by the intro
duction of the time factor . It wil l be found that the solution
thus got agrees with the former one, viz. (191), on expanding
dZ/dp. Also, that (195) agrees with (189). As regards the
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conjugate property (196) which has been used, its proof is to
be found in testing that it is true, when the proper expressions
for v and c are used. This remark applies in all expansions
in normal functions. I shall, however, give later a general
proof of the property.
In the numerical execution of the above case, it may be as
well to remark that there is sometimes a pair of imaginaries
concerned in the determinantal equation, which might be
overlooked, if we merely drew the curves
y� ( -s/R) Z0,
Yi = tansl,
and determined the roots by their intersections.
=

(199)

Terminal Coil and Condenser in Sequence.
§ 310. Now take a case in which both kinds of terminal
energy are concerned. Say
Z 0 R0 +L0p+-,1-,
(200)
Z1 0,
Sop
so that there are a coil and a condenser in sequence at x 0.
The determinantal equation is
R
1
(201)
+ R0 +L0p+-,
Z 0=--tansl
=

=

=

=

s

S 0p

where p -s2/RS, as usual. Taking the normal functions
as before, equation (192), the current at x=O is the current in
the coil. Therefore (195) is the expression for one of iihe
terminal arbitraries-viz., the initial current in the coil. The
other arbitrary is the charge (or the potential) of the condenser.
Say that the condenser is next the earth, and that its potential
is v1 in a normal system and V1 altogether. We have
(202)
v1 -v= (Ro+ L0 p) c,
=

where v and c belong to the terminal of the cable, and alw
(203)
= - _<!_,
Sop
these being the equations of voltage for the coil and condenser
respectively. So
Vl

v1 = sinsl + (R0 +LJp)

i cossl

(204)
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is the normal function for vi- This may, by (201), or directly
by (203), be simplified to
s cos sl.
v 1=(205)

S 0s
The initial state is therefore fully expressible by
C0 =� Ac,
(206)
V0 =�Av,
V1 =�Av1 ,
where A is a constant, the same constant for every three
connected functions, but differing in the different complete
systems. Given , then, VO as a function of :c, and C0 and V1
arbitrarily, we evaluate any coefficient A by
C
V
(207)
A SJV0 •dx + S0 1v1 - L0 0 ,
t

Sfv td:,; + S 0vi 2 - L0c2

c

'

because the conjugate property is
(208)
0 = Sfvmv,.dx + S0-i:1mV1,. - L0cm ,
the terminal energies being of different kinds. When L0=0,
the value of C0 ceases to have any influence on the value of A,
as we see by (207), although the expression
C0 = 2:: Ac E
(209)
gives the coil current for any :finite value of the time.
c

,.

p1

Coil and Condenser in Parallel
§ 311. If the condenser and the coil are in parallel, the case
is somewhat different. We now have
Z = 0 = R tan sl +

(s0p + Ro+L
l )or

1

,
(210)
s
because the resistance operator Z0 is the reciprocal of the
sum of the reciprocals of the resistance operators of the coil
and condens2r; or the conductance operator is the sum of the
separate conductance operators.
The potential v at the terminal of the cable in a normal
system is the potential v1 of the condenser, so
V1=2::A-v=�Asinsl
(211)
expresses one of the terminal arbitraries.
But only a part of the cable current enters the coil, so it
is not the full current c that is concerned in the other arbitrary.
We have
(212)
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if c0 is the proper function to associate with v. Therefore
(2l3)
Co=_� A sin sl
R0+L0p
is the expression for the current in the coil initially.
But to determine A to suit the initial circumstances, we
may still use the formula (207), taking care, however, to use
the proper expressions of the present case for v, v1 and c.
The last has now become the c0 in (212), whilst v1 is to be the
Vin (211).
Two Coils in Sequence or in Parallel.
§ 312. If the terminal arrangement consists of two coils in
sequence, there is but one auxiliary function, because the
current is constrained to be the same in both coils. Suppose
e is an impressed voltage, and there is mutual inductance m
between the coils r1 , l1 and r2, l;. The equation of voltage is
(214)
e = (r1+li_p)c1+mpc2+(r2+l;p)c2+mpc1,
where c1 and c2 are the currents. Both being equal to c, say,
this reduces to
(215)
the same as for a single coil. So there is nothing new here.
But if the coils are in parallel, there are two arbitraries.
For we shall now have
(216)
e = (r1+l1p)c1+mpc2 ,
(217)
e-(r2 + Z2 p)c2 + mpc1 ;
from which the resistance operator of the combination and
the separate ones have to be deduced. Solve for the currents
thus:1=
(r2+l2 p)-mp
(r1+l1P)-mp
2"(218)
, �=
e (r1+l1 p)(r2+l2P)-m2p2 e (r1+li_p)(r2+l 2p)-m2p
These are the conductance operators separately. Their sum is
the conductance operator of the combination. Its reciprocal
is the resistance operator. Therefore
z0 (r1+Z1p)(r2+4p)-m2p1
(219)
r1+r2+ (l1+Z2 -2m)p
is the required Z 0, to be me:l in the determinantal equation.
Also,· the previous equations for c1 and c11 give the proper
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normal functions for them in terms of e, which becomes
- v, the normal function for the potential at the cable end.
Thus determined, the two arbitraries are �Ac1 and �Ac:i, •
to be associated with �Av, expressing the potential in the
cable.
In determining A by the conjugate property, m must not
be forgotten. Twice the energy of c 1 and C is
:i

l1 c?+l2c�+2mc 1c 2 =F, say,
or

(lc1 + mc11)c1 + (lc11 + mc1)c 2 ;

and the mutual energy of Ci, C11 and

Ci,

(220)
(221)

c11 is

(lc1 +mc2)C1 +(lc11 +mc1) 02 = G, say.

(222)

Consequently, given V0 along the cable, and also the values
of C0 and C1 initially, the value of A is
A=S/V02 ·dx-G 1
i

Sfv Jx-.l!'

(223)

which renders the solution of the problem complete, when
the normal potential function v for the cable is properly
determined to suit Z0, as in (219). The principle underlying
these determinations is quite a simple one, and may be
applied to the most complicated cases.
A Closed Cable with a Leak. Split into Two Simpler
Cases.
§ 313, The last examples sufficiently indicating the connec
tion between the main solution for the cable itself and the
terminal arbitraries, we may pass on to another minor matter.
If the cable ends A and B are joined, either directly or through
apparatus, with or without an earth connection at the same
place, the two conditions expressing V/C at the terminals
independently of one another are replaced by two conditions
of a different kind. Some difference in the treatment is, there
fore, needed. It is not great, and may be readily inferred
from the preceding.
Take an explicit example. Let the length of the cable be
21. At B, where x=l, there is simple continuity, without
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imposed condition. At A, where x=O or 2l, there is a shunt
or leak to earth. It is any sort of leak, defined by a resistance
operator Z 0• We have to see how this arrangement will
'21,-y

A------+-------B -I
. I
t----:._I
Zo
'!I

behave. We may consider three sorts of problems: the
diffusion of a point charge initially at y, which will give, by
integration, the effect of any initial state of the cable ; the
effect of an impressed force anywhere ; and the effect of
terminal energisation, when Z0 is of a suitable kind. The last,
however, may be inferred from the solution for an initial state
in the cable, so we need not consider it specially.
As regards Q at y. By inspection of the above diagram,
and a little thought, we may split the problem into two, of
which the solutions are already known. Split Q into halves.
Pair one of them with an equal charge at the corresponding
point 2l -y. Pair the other with an equal charge of the
opposite sign at the corresponding point. The sum of 1 he
four charges is simply Q at y, so the solution is the same '.or
the four as for the original Q.
Consider the positive pair alone, that is, ½Q at y and ½Q at
2l -y. By symmetry they cause no current at B, and behave
similarly in the upper and lower cables. At A the currents
going to Z0 are equal. They therefore unite and leak out
through Z0 • Thus, each member of the positive pair dis
charges in its own cable in the same way as if it were insulated
at B, and were earthed at A through the arrangement whose
resistance operator is 2Z0 • This case has been already .con
sidered. 2Z0 may be constructed by putting Z0 in sequence
with another Z0 , or in other ways.
The positive and negative pair, on the other hand, produce
no potential at either A or B. There is no leakage current in
Z0, and consequently continuity of current between the upper
and lower cables. So the ½Q in the lower cable discharges as
if it were earthed at A and B, and so does the - ½Q in the
upper cable. This part of the complete solution is also known.
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Putting these together, we obtain the complete result, and can
use pr:ivious formul!ll without more work.
In the case of the positive pair we have this arrangement-

t

½Q

diagrammatically. Use (85), § 294. Put Z1 =co, and 2Z0 for_
Z0, and �Q for Q. Then
_ (2Z s cos+ R sin)sy
(2Zos sin - R cos)sl

sQ
2S

0
V1 - ��---��
COSS (l - X) , --

(1)

expresses the potential at x, on the right of y, in the lower
cable. Interchange xand y when z<y,
In the case of the positive and negative pair we have this
arrangement,

t
t

-½Q
½Q

t

and we may use the quoted formula with Z1 = 0 = Z0 , or the
special formula (18), § 267. The result is that
sin sy .
sQ
w1 = - --sms(l-x) ,sinsl
2S

(2)

expresses the potential at x on the right of y in the lower
cable.
In the upper cables the potentials are the same at corre
sponding points in the first case, and their negatives in the
second. Uniting the two formul!ll, we see that
(8)
is the potential at xin the lower cable, when greater than y,
and the same with xand y interchanged when xis less than y.
The same forinula is valid all the way from y to x= 2l, as
w;e may see by altering x to 21 -z, and observing that v1 is
unchanged, whilst v2 is negatived.

.
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. The conversion to Fourier series is to be done as usual by
the expansion theorem. Doing it in the most simple case of
Z0=R0 , a constant, we obtain

V = Q �sinsysinsxeP1
Sl

+ Q �(2 Ros cos+R sin).�y. cos s(l - x) £"',
Sl
2R0scossl+(R+2R0/l)sinsl

(4)

which is now valid on both sides of '!/• In the .first summa
tion sinsl=O. In the second, we have
tan sl= R/2R�

(5)

for determinantal equation. The result for the upper line need
not be written separately, being the same formula.
When we make R0 = oo, we have the two cables connected
together without external constraint. We then reduce the
above to Fourier's periodic formula. Notice the way the
constant term arises. The last equation has a very small root
when R0 is big, and the corresponding p is very small. In the
limit the root is zero, and the result is a constant term showing
that the final effect is a uniform state of potential in the com
plete cable,
Closed Cable and Leak. Another Way,
§ 314. If we should not notice that the problem admitted of
splitting into two in the above way, we would proceed thus.
Start with Q at '!/· This is an impulsive external source of
current pQ = Ii, as explained before. Then let
(G)
where V1 is the potential at x when on the right side of Q, and
V2 when on the left side. There are four time functions to
be determined, and four conditions which find them.
(1). Continuity of potential at A makes
H +I= £2<11F+ c2'11 G.

(7)

(2). Continuity of potential at '!/ makes
eWF + e-<1YG = £qvH + e-<ZVL

(8)
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(3). Discontinuity in the current at A makes
at x=O.

Or

V = Z 0 (C1 - 02),

H : ! = -�
z

f4'F-r 'G-H+I},
2ll

(9)

(10)

( 4). Discontinuity in the current at y (regarding h as a
function of the time) makes

at x=y,

Or

h=C1 - C2 =pQ,

(11)

These four conditions determine the time functions and make,
finally,
� sins(2l-y)sinsx+ssinsl coss( l+:i:-y)
2
Q
�= 0
-,, (13)
2S
sinsl(sinsl- �cossl)
2Zo11
(14)
That the determinantal equation splits into two distinct
equations is shown by the denominator in (13), and it may be
readily shown that the operator in (13) may be represented
as the sum of two operators, one having the denominator
sin sl, the other the bracketed part of the denominator in (13).
One of these partial operators produces v1 and v2, the other
w1 and w2• The expanded solution in Fourier series is the
same as before got, of course.
The difference between V1 and V2 is operationally exhi
bited in equation (14). It is equivalent to exchanging y and x
in the preceding formula, and taking the difference. But
this difference has no existence in the Fourier series. We
can see that by putting the extra part of (14) in the nume
rator, when it becomes multiplied by the denominator, and
therefore gives zero terms when the expansion theorem is
applied. We also see the same by observing that only
even powers of pare involved in the extra operator in (14).
But this extra operator is not of no moment in general. If,
instead of the impulsive source of current pQ, we have h, any
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function of the time, the solutions to left and right of the
source are got by writing h/p for Q in (13), (14), and the
difference between the forms of V1 and V2 cannot be neg
lected in general; for example, when h is simply periodic,
and the algebrisation is effected by p2 = - n2 •
When we have an impressed force e at y instead of h or pQ,
we can treat the matter similarly by either of the above ways,
noting now that C is continuous and V discontinuous at y.
Since ½e at y, together with ± ½e at the corresponding point
in the upper cable, produce zero current at B, or else zero
potential, with similar effects at A, we see that the problem
splits into two connected simpler cases.
Closed Cable with Intermediate Insertion. Split into Two
Simpler Oases.
§ 315. In the above, Z 0 produced a discontinuity in the
current, though none in the potential. But if we introduce
Z 0 in circuit with the double cable, and have no earth connec
tion, it is the current that is continuous, and the potential
discontinuous at A. The question arises whether the problem

� C-A------2l-\:,---y ____,B

admits of splitting. It clearly does when Z0 is a resistance,
because equal similar charges at y and 2l-y will produce no
current either at B or A, that is, in Z 0 ; whilst equal unlike
charges will produce no potential at B or in the middle of Z 0 •
So the problem splits into two, in one of which there is insu
lation at both A and B, whilst in the other there is earth at B,
and earth through resistance ½R0 at A.
That a similar split takes place when Z 0 is a condenser is
also evident on consideration. The same may be said of any
simple electrical arrangement which is divisible into similar
halves. But it is not immediately evident that a split
is possible when Z0 is any electrical arrangement, which
may have no sort of symmetry with respect to the
cable terminals. It is sufficient to think of a coil and

'
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n. condenser in sequence. Given a cha�ge at !/, and an equal
charge at the corresponding point. If it be said that if the
charges are unlike there is zero potential in the middle of Z 0 ,
it may be asked, Where is the middle? The condenser and
coil are not comparable in the way suggested. At the same
time, the property must be true in a certain sense, because
the combination of condenser and coil behaves to external
voltage as a. single whole. The same is true of any regular
combination. It may be symbolised by an operator, without
entering into its detailed structure in the form of coils and
condensers.
The proper interpretation is to substitute for the combina
tion symbolised by Z0 two combinations in sequence, each
symbolised by ½Z0• This is easily done. The condenser and
coil may be replaced by two condensers and two coils, all in
sequence. Then one of the new condensers and one of the
new coils in sequence makes ½Z 0 , provided the resistance,
inductance, and elastance of the ori6inal coil and condenser
are all halved. Similarly as regards the remaining new
condenser and coil. Z 0 has now a middle in reality, as well
as in imagination. A similar process is applicable to any
combination. So, without actually doing it in detail, we may
say that equal unlike charges at y and the corresponding
point redistribute themselves in the same way as if earth were
on at B, and earth on in the middle of Z 0 ; or, without
speaking of the middle, as if we substitute for Z0 two arrange
ments each equivalent to ½Z 0, and then put on earth between
them.
So let there be a. charge ½Q at y and ½Q at 2l -y. They
move as if the ends A, B were insulated. If v1 is the resulting
potential at:,; on the right of y, we have
cossy
sQ
v1 =--coss (l-x) . -,
(15)
sin sl
2S
either by (85), § 294, with Z 0 = oo = Z1 and ½Q instead of Q ;
or by the elementary theory in § 269.
Also, if w1 is the po tential at z on the right of y due to }Q
at y and -½Q at 2l-y, we have
w1 = _ (2Rsjn + Zo3cos)sy sins(l - x). sQ
(lG)
2::,
(2Rsin+Za8cos)sl
VOL, Il,

0
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by the same formula (85), with Z1= 0, ½Zo instead of Z 0 , and
½Q instead of Q.
It follows that if there is initially only Q at y, the resulting
potential V 1 at x on the right of y is

(17)
The expansions of v1 and w 1 are to be effected as usual. I
have given so many examples that it is unnecessary to exhibit
the special expansions required here. The expansion theorem
(80) is very easy to remember and to apply when required.
On the other hand, the operational formulm are much easier
to manipulate. Note in the present case that there is a con
stant term in V1 • It arises from vi , and its value is Q/2Sl,
the mean potential which is finally existent because there is
no leak anywhere.
Same as last without Initial Splitting.
§ 316. But as the above reasoning about the splitting of Z0
may not be wholly convincing, we may justify its accuracy by
a direct investigation. Say there is initially Q at y. Let
V1=Cossx. F+sinsx. G
. at x on the right of y, that is, from y up to x= 2l.

(18)

Also, let
(19)

r

on the left of y, V1 meaning the expression in the previous
· eq11ation.
. The conditi9n of �ontinuity of the potential at y is already
satisfied. We· also require
pQ= 01 - 02

'

(20)

at y, 01 and 02 being the currents corresponding to V1 and V2 ,
obtained by the operation - (d/dx)/R. Doing this, we get ,
pQ=sKJR,

(21)

making

02= C1 - coss(x - y) • pQ,

anu

V2 V1 - sins(x - y).
=

8

�.

(22)
(28)
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There are now only the two time functions F, G to be
found. The condition of continuity of current at the ends of
Z 0 gives
� (sin 2sl .F-cos2sl. G)= -<;_;-cossy.pQ; (24)
and the condition
which is the equation of voltage for Z0 , gives
cos2sl. F +sin 2sl. G -F-sinsy. 8� = zo( - �s -cossy.pQ).
(26)

These equations find F and G by the usual algebraical
work . Using the results in (18) and (23), we obtain
s/R)coss ycoss(2l-x) sQ
V1 = 2 sinslcoss{l-x+y)+(Z0
2S
sinsl(2 sinsl+cossl. Z 0s/R)
V2 = vl -sins(x-y). sQ/S.

(27)
(28)

These are the complete operational solutions without initial
splitting. We see that the determinantal eque.tion does split
into two, giving
sinsl=O, and tansl= -Z 0s/2R,
(�D)
-proving definitely the validity of the previous reasoning.
:Now, if we expand the above V1 by the expansion theorem,
attending only to sin sl=O, we shall obtain the expansion of
the i·1 in (15). And if we expand according to the other
condition in (29) we shall obtain the expansion of w1 in (16).
Thus V1 = v1 +w1 , when in the fully expanded.form.
But the equivalence is also true in the operational form.
To prove this, add together the v1 and w1 of (15) and (16),
uniting the two fractions to make one with a denominator
which is the product of the former ones. The result is (27),
as �equired.
The expanded formula for V 2 is the same as for V1 • The
complete solution for the whole cable from x= 0 to 2lis there
fore given by a single Fourier series, although it is separable
into two of different types. The same is therefore true for
, my initial state of the cable. The reason is that there is not
(except at the initial moment of the instantaneous introduction
o2
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of the charge) any sort of constraint all the way from x=O to
2l. If there were, say a constraint at x = z, we should want
two distinct Fourier series, one for each side of z. The deter
minantal equation would be the same for both sides, but there
would be a break in the normal systems.
Closed Cable with Discontinuous Potential and Current.
§ 317. We have done one �ase involving a discontinuity in
the current, and another involving a discontinuity in the
potential. But in general both will be discontinuous. Let,
for example, the connection between x = 0 and x = 2l be made
thi-ough Z1 + Z2 in sequence, with a shunt to earth put on at,
Y1
Z1 .---------------,

Zs

+-�------------'
y
their junction. Let V0 be the potential at the junction.
we have these voltage equations to satisfy:V1 - V0 Z1 C 1 , V0 -V2 Z�C2 , V0 Za(C1 -C2 );
=

=

=

Then
(80)'

and therefore have the two terminal conditions
(Z1 + Z3)01 - Z30 2,

(81}

V2 = Z3 C1 - (Z2 + Zs)C2 •

(82)

V1

=

In these equations V1 and 0 1 mean the potential and current.
at x = 2l ; V2 and 02 those at x = 0.
If, then, there is a.n initial charge Q at y, we can obtain the
operational solution by means of equations (18) and (28) above,,
applied to (81), (82), to determine F and G. The result is,.
as before, a single Fourier series to represent both V1 and V2•
It sometimes divides into two sets. Fo,.- example, if Z 1 and.
Z 2 are equivalent, we get symmetry.
A Cable in Closed Circuit without Constraint.
§ 318. The case of a cable forming a closed circuit in itself
without external constraint deserves some notice. Fourier's.
periodic theorem is involved, of course, but it has a somewhat
different application to the one before made. If we have an
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infinitely long cable containing an infinite series of uniformly
spaced point sources of equal size, we produce periodicity by
symmetry. Every source produces a double wave, diffusing
to the right and left respectively; and the effect produced
at any point is the sum of the effects due to the individual
sources.
But in the closed cable, in the corresponding case, there is
one source only, and only two waves. The ·apparent multi
plicity arises from overlapping. The matter is best under
stood by introducing self-induction to such a small extent as
not to alter sensibly the shape of the waves, whilst making
the speed of propagation be finite, say v. Then, if there is
initially a charge Q at the pointy, it splits into halves, and
two diffusive waves result, one to the right and the other to the
left, each containing ½Q of electrification. The manner of
this diffusion has been described before. The point here is
that the two waves have fronts, which are at distance i·t from
the source, and which therefore rush round and round the
cable in opposite directions. There is no reflection anywhere,
so that the effect at any point x is the resultant of the
overlapping of the right wave 011 itself, and of the left
wave on itself. The potential at x makes a very httle jump
when either of the wave-fronts passes the place. Thero are
two jumps in every interval of time equal to 2z,·1:, the time
of transit of a wave-front round the circuit. Between the
jumps, the potential changes slowly (relatively) by the natural
diffusive process. As time goes on, the jumps decrease
infinitesimally, and the steady state is approximated to. This
is SV = Q/2l, the mean value.
If we remove the self-induction, 1: becomes infinite. The
initial wa,es therefore overlap instantly, and the little jumps
disappear. We now have continuous variation of the potential,
which is that due to the initial waves in reality, but with the
proper allowance made for the overlapping.
The contrast with the behaviour in a distortionless circuit
is striking. After the initial splitting, the two half-charges
would go on travelling round and round at constant speed
without any diffusion, though attenuating by leakage.
But keeping to the diffusion problem, the charge Q repre
sents the result of an impnlsirn current r,Q at y, which divides
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equally to the right and left.

Therefore

R Q
p ,
21
represent the current and potential at x, on the right of
the initial wave. To allow for overlapping, the factor
circuital journey is c 2q1 • That is, the second term in
1
v11 and so on. ·The total is
c q v11 the third is E
_ cqlx-vJ R Q
p
V1 -----1-c2,,1 2rz '
Cl= E--q(:,;-y)

2

½JJQ,

v1

= C-q(x-y)

---s1qi

(33)
y, in
for a
"\\ is
(34)

representing V at x so far as the waye to the right is con
cerned.
Now, the same point x is distant 2l -x + y from y, when
reckoned the other way ·round. Otherwise it is the same. So
cq(2l-x+y) R Q
p
V2 = ---- -(35}
1-.-2q1 2q
represents V at x so far as the wave to the left is concerned.
'l'.l.Le complete potential V is V1 + V2 • That is,
Q cos
x
V=coshq(l- +y) Rp = s{l-x+y) sQ_
2q
sin si
2S
shin 'll

(3G}

Algebrising this by the expansion theorem, we obtain
1 l.._.. .,
V = -Q{ + - �l
::,

�l

l

nr.( X - II )

COS -

l

u

, E

vt}

,

(37}

,vhere we recognise the unit impulsive function of Fourier's
theorem, when we put t = 0. There is only one such function
now, instead of an infinite row; because x and x± 2nl mean
the same point.
Theory of a Leak. Normal Systems.
§ 319. Passing now to a third minor matter, something:
should be said about the treatment of cases in which there are
two or more connected Fourier series concerned. The£e
cases can be constructed to any extent by means of inter
mediate conditions, and by combinations of cables. But a,
whole book would be required for a full treatment, and there
are more interesting matters to be considered. So all that.
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will be done here will be to take two or three cases of the

kind, to be suggestive of what is necessary in other cases, and
to exhibit matters of principle as well as practical working.
Say there is a leak at z. It may be any sort of leak, to be
denoted by its resistance operator r. Let the
z

,yr
cable be earthed at x = 0 and l. ·
There is one thing that can be done at once-viz., to write
down the determinantal equation. For the sum of the cur
rents leaving the point z is zero, and each current is the
potential at z multiplied by the conductance operator of the
path concerned. Therefore
(38)

is the differential equation of the potential at z, where the
three conductance operators are
Y2

=

� cots{l- z),

Ys = 1-,
r

(39)

H there are terminal arrangements at x=O and l, Y 1 and Y,
must be suitably modified. It follows that
(-10)

is the general differential equation of the complete combination
satisfied by all subsidence solutions, and the values of p satisfy
ing it, when regarded algebraically, are the values of pin the
time function erit of the normal systems. That is, the solu
tions are of the form }; ae"1, where the p's are known. But the
a's are functions of x, and require further investigation.
The above process of finding the determinantal equation
applies when any number of circuits of any kind meet at a
point. But it is important to note that any point in the
combination may be taken for origin. The difference may be
very great in the form of the resulting equation, which may
be simple at one place and complicated at another; but all
the forms are intrinsically the same in containing a common
factor whose vanishing determines the p's in the time func
tions.
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Going further, consider the normal systems of potential.
Let
V =�Av,
(41)
on the left and right of z. Here v and w are the normal
functions. Since V vanishes at x= 0 and l, we require
v = sinsx,

w = B sins(l - x).
Then

To find B, make continuity, or v=w at z.
w= sinsz

(42)

sins(l- x)
.
sins(l-z)

( 43)

T-wo things re�ain-namely, sand A. To finds, we have the
final condition
(44)
at z. Applying this to a normal system makes

or

. coss(l-z)
sin
sz -s cossz+smsz
--=
��� ) ,
(
R
r
sins(t-z)

(45)

.
sinsl
-R smsz+---- = 0,
rs
sin s(l-z)

(46)

This is the determinantal equation, and is equivalent to ( 40)
above, subject to 3
( 9), in a changed form.
· Lastly, to find the A's to suit any initial state, this requires
the construction of A in the case of a point charge. Say
there is Q at y, less than z. Then, by the conjugate property,
A=

S

J:v2dx

Qvv

'

+ SJ:w•dx + X

(47)

The numerator is the mutual energy of Q and the normal
system, that is, Q multiplied by the potential of the normai
system at Q. The denominator is twice the excess of the
electric over the magnetic energy of the complete normal
system itself. The part for the cable is explicitly shown.
The part for the leak is denoted by X, to be found as before
explained in special examples.
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But X. vanishes when r is a mere resistance. Then A
becomes
(2QiS) sinsy
. (4S)
.
A=
2sz
sm 2s(l - z)
(l -z--�---'sin
2sz
sin
z---+ (----c--,,--,c
)
)
c-�
2s
2s
sin2s(Z - z)
This completes the problem so far as any initial state of V
from O to z is concerned, by an integration. But when Q is
on the other side of z, we must use w11 instead of v'/1 in the
numerator. Else it is the same.
Theory of a Leak. Operational Solution.
§ 320. It will be seen that there is considerable facility in
obtaining the normal systems, and also in evaluating A,
provided that there is no allowance to be made for the leak
itself, which may be a troublesome matter by the above
process. But there is another way, whereby the evaluation of
the energy difference is done by a differentiation without
detailed examination of r. This will be explained presently.
The same remarks about facility and the reservation apply in
more complicated cases. But there is, nevertheless, a rather
bad failing. We cannot, from the above normal systems,
safely deduce the general operational solutions. If, on the
other hand, we get the operational solutions first, we can at
once deduce the Fourier series, and other sorts of solutions as
well.
We may, therefore, now exhibit the more general way. Put
a charge Q at y, and see the effect.

t
Start at x = 0.

Q
I

V"

z

y

t

First, we have
V1 =sinsx. A,

(49)
satisfying the terminal condition. Next, as there is to be
-0ontinuity in V at y1 we require
V3 =V1 +sins(x-y).B.
Here I3 is found by

(50)
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at y, and makes

V3 = V1 + sins(x -y). sQ/S.

(52}

, Then there is to be continuity in V at z, so
V2 V3+sins(x-z) .D,

(53}

=

and V2=0 at x= l finds D, and makes·
V2 =V3 -V31

sins(x-z)
sins(l-z)'

where V31 means V3 at x=l.
tinuity in the current at z, or

(54}

Finally, we have the discon

V�. _ s
V31
-r-- R sins(l-z)

(

55)

This finds A definitely, and makes
.

V1 = -sinsx

SlllS (z-y)

srsins(l-y)

+-���
R sins(l - z) sQ

.
sr
sin st
smsz+R sins(l -z)

S

•

(5G)

This is the complete operational solution. Q is h/p, where
h is an externally introduced source of current, which may in
general be any function of the time. It is made impulsive
specially to suit the treatment of an initial state.
As regards V8, it is found by (52). It will usually differ
from V1, though not in the Fourier series solution for an
initial state. It will be found that V8 differs from Vi, com
paring (52) with (56), merely in the interchange of x and y.
Finally, we may use the modified V8 in (54), and obtain
'
sr sin s(l - x)
.
R sins(l-z)
sQ
V2 = -SlnS!J
-•
.
(57)
sm
sl
S
sinsz +�
R sins(l-z)
There are two distinct expansions, one for V1 and V8 , the
other for V2• They follow from (56), (57), in the usual
way, by the expansion theorem. But, denoting the common
denominator sin sz+ .•• by D, so that D =0 is the determi-
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nantal equation, we can simplify the numerators by use of
this relation. Then the expansion theorem makes
2 s.

Q
, - SR smsx smsy
V1 and Va = �
l I-+� cotsz+� cots(l-z))' (58)
sin sz!....
(
ds r R
H.
Similarly for V2• The form of the denominator was first
changed in order to bring the relation (40) above into view.
It may be verified that (58) agrees with (48) when the leak is
a mere resistance. But (58) is far more general. The leak
may be of any kind, r being a rational function of p, and
therefore of s2. When r is not a rational function oi p, the
expansion (58) fails. A definite integral is required. But the
operational solution (56) remains true.

Evaluation of Energy in Normal Systems.
The object of altering the form of the denominator of
(57), so as to make the function in the big brackets in (58) be
the active determinantal factor, as in (38), (40), was to intro
duce a point not noticed in the previous. According to (58),
the value of the coefficient A is given by
Qi,,insy
A=
•
(59)
• 2
H;:,
d 1
Sill SZX --- (-+, . .
§ 321.

This is the same as ·

2s

ds r

A = Qv_.. ,

)

(60)

dYz
dp
if Yz is the conductance operator at the point z, i.e., the sum
of the conductance operators of the three paths meeting there.
Now the general formula to find A from the conjugate pro
perty goes thus. Let there be selected any two normal
systems, belonging to p1 and p2, say; let U12 be their mutual
electric, and T12 their mutual magnetic energy. Then
(GI)
U12 -T12 =0
expresses the conjugate property. From which it follows that
.2

i.-

(62)
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is the coefficient for the term involving A ; if U01 is the mutual
electric, and T01 the mutual magnetic energy of the given
initial state and the normal state in question, whilst Du and
T11 are double the electric and ma,gnetic energy of the normal
state itself,
The numerator in (60) agrees with (G2), of course, because
of the confinement of Q to a point, and because there is no
mutual magnetic energy. There would be, if the initial state
involved magnetic energy in the leak r. The denominator of
(60), therefore, represents the denominator in (G2). That is,

for any normal system, which is here the first one. We need
not use the suffixes, which may confuse, but, keeping to one
. nornml system, write
(G-!)
understanding that Y is reckoned at the place of v. Now,
this property is general ; ;: may be any point in the system,
v its potential there, and Y the corre,:ponding conductance
operator. The variations in v will be exactly compensated
by those in Y.
To illustrate, divide Y into its three members ; then
(65)
Here Y1 is the ratio (conductance operator) c/v for the first
path, Y2 for the second, Y8 for the third, all with the same v,
but with different e's. And
dv _
cl c _ . cfo
--V - -C.
-

V2-

dp V

dp

dp

cl v

-c_2 - -,

dp C

(66)

We may therefore write
-

s dZ,
.2 dZI
·' ,,::_,
-C1 -+c,-+t 3-1
(u - T)-

dp

dp

dp

(G7)

if Z i , &c., are the resistance operators.
At the point z-that is, at the leak, there are three e's and
Z's to be allowed for. But the last two e's ma,y be expressed in
terms of the first, bringing us to a result of the form cidZ/clp.
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If, however, any other point in the cable be taken, there are
only two e's, two Y's, or two Z's, and the e's are equal. Then

-�-�=� n ,
dp

��

where Z is the sum of the resistance operators to right
and left of the point in question, which may be any point�
dZ/dp is an inductance operator, and dY/dp a permittance·
operator.
It will be as well to illustrate these remarkable, though,
somewhat abstruse, properties explicitly. Take then the
simple case of terminal earth connection and no intermediate.

t

'z

condition, so that the normal system is simply
v=sinsx,

c= - s cossx,
R

s having any value making sinsl=O.
R
Z 1 =-tansz,
s

Here

R
Z2 tans(l-z);
=

(69)'

s

(70),

are the resistance operators to left and right of the point z,.
and their sum is
sin sl z=
,
(7l)s cos sz coss(l - z)
_

!!

so that e/Z would be the current there due toe on the spot.
Also d/dp = - (RS/2s)d/ds, since RSp = - s�; so
clZ
R2Sl --cos sl
R2Sl 1 -,
- = -=--2 cos sz cos s(l - z)
2s2 cos2 BZ
dp
2s

because sin sl =0.

(72),

Therefore
2
2
dZ ---•
-c2 = s 2 R Sl=St
dp R 2s2
2

(73),

Consequently, if there is initially Q at y, it expands to
V =� Q sinsysinsx
½Sl
'

(74}
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which we know to be right. Of course the best place for z is
at a terminal. Then only one resistance operator is concerned,
and it goes simply.
Again, do it in terms of the conductance operators. Here
v2_dY=sin2 sz{-RS � (!..cotsz+!.. cots(l-z))},
dp
2s ds R . R

(75)

which also works out to the result ½SZ, independent of the
position of z. Here Y is the sum of the two conductance
operators to left and right of z.
The practically useful point is this. If the evaluation of
U - T by integration is troublesome, which is particularly the
case when there is externally connected energy to be allowed
for, we can avoid it altogether by means of the identity (64),
choosing the point of reference so as to make the work as
cimple as possible. We do not, therefore, need to form the
::iperational solutions and apply the expansion theorem, if the
only object is to develop the proper Fourier series.
It may be objected in the above that in taking v =sinsx,
and assuming v to be potential, or the transverse voltage, we
are violating dimensional properties. The objection is valid,
though rather superficial. To be very particular, we may let
A sin sx be the normal system of potential, A being the same
,'as above, and so have a symbol to put the dimensions in
(though they are not known, by the way). But this will make
no difference in the end, and will co�plicate the formulre
somewhat. Or we may let asinsx be the normal system, and
let a be represented by a unit factor. For unity, though
constant in a certain sense, may have any size and any
dimensions.
A more important objection is that I have given no proof of
the general properties used, except what may be contained in
the actual verification in the examples used, which is suffi
cient a.s far as they are concerned. But the fact is, that the
expansion theorem, and the conjugate property, and the
equivalence of the integration and the differentiation ways of
working it, being general matters, are best proved in a general
manner,' out of the general equations of dynamics, which,
in their application to electromagnetics, will be considered
.separately.
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Initial States in Combinations.
§ 322. The follo'l>ing way of regarding the matter is useful

in combinations. It has the advantage of compacmess. Imagine
any combination to be disturbed by the impression of a current
upon it. Let the current be h, and its point of entry be denoted
by y. Then
Vv - h
or
(76)
-Y/
is the connection between h and V the resulting potential at
y, if Yv is the conductance operator there, or the sum of the
conductance operators of the paths open to the impressed
current. The path of entry is not counted.
If Y,. is known, (76) may be algebrised as it stands. But
to represent an initial state of charge or electrification, let
h = pQ, where Q is constant. Then
71,

V =pQ
v Yv

(77)

expresses the potential at y due to the impulsive entry of the
charge Q ; and its expansion is
V11 = �

i�
1/

+ steady term,

(78)

ranging over the roots of Y = 0, the accent meaning differentia
tion top. There is a steady term if p/Y11 is finite when p = O.
This is exceptional.
Now to find V.,, the potential at some other point x in the
combination, we require to multiply Vv by the operator VJV11;
as in
(79)

But in a normal state, such as the general term of the
expansion refers to, we must multiply by u,./u11 , if 11 is the
normal function. This makes
(80)

:Now, the coefficients A are subject to the conjugate property,
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and determined by (62). The numerator Quv agrees. So the
denominator is U -T. Or
V = 2: Q11"11 � €rt.
(81)
"'
U-'l'
But U - T represents an integration extended over the whole
system. It is fixed when u is fixed at any point, and has
nothing to do with the value of y, the position of Q. There
fore the alternative form of U -T shown in (80) must be
independent of the position of y, so that
- _ ·y Quy11.,, rt
V.,E ,
__,

(82}

iV'

' z .l. .3

where z is any point, and Y, the conductance operator there.
(But do not choose a place where n vanishes, as that will
require a compensating infinity.) Lastly, if there are only
two paths meeting at z, we have the equivalent form
{83)

by (GB), (GS), where c. is the normal current at z, correspond
ing to u., and z. the resistance operator there. This form i&
perhaps more generally useful.
An integration over the whole combination will determine
the value of A so far as it depends upon initial charge. If
further, there is initial magnetic energy, it must be allowed for
as in (62). It is important to think of the normal function u
as a single function. It may, indeed, have various forms of
algebraical expression in different parts of the combination,
but that is of no consequence in the present connection.
Two Cables with different Constants in sequence, with
an insertion.
§ 323. Example should supplement precept, if i� does not.
precede it, which may be better still. Therefore, let us apply
the above to the case of two cables of different types joined
V

r
x=z

w

in sequence, with an intermediate insertion. Let r be the
resistance operator of the insertion (containing no leak), which.
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i made at the di tance z from x= 0.
of the combi ation, reckoned at z,
s

The re stance operator

s

n

si

is

Z=r+

R1
81

R2

tans1z+

82

(84)

tansil-z),

the cable having different R a d S. Here Z
such that
e/Z the curre t at z due to e there.
Now put Q at '!/, le than .z. If the normal potent al
funct on 1, of the la t sect on v n the fir t cable and w in the
second, and the re ulting potent al are V and W, we have
s

n

is

is

n

ss

i

s

i

i

is

s

i

i

V = � Qvv

s

s

W = � Qv¥

U'EJJI

(85)

But if Q i in the second cable, then
. Qw
\V = � ___g_zv_!__ WEpl•
V=�--¥-v�,

(86)

U-T

vEP1,

U-T

s

U-T

U-'1'

In the e, v, w, V and W refer to the variable po nt x, wh lst
Q refers to y.
We have next to pecify the nature of v, w. Since the fir t
cable i earthed at x = O, and the econd at x= l, we may put
i

s

i

s

s

s

s

(87)

w = a sin82(l-x),

provided a i ettled o a to harmoni e them. Thi is to be
done by the cont nuity of the current at z; that i ,
s s

s

s

s

s

i

s

(88)

Thi make
s

s

(89)

The normal function being complete, it remai to evaluate
U - T for it. S nce we know Z at the point z, the shorte t
way s by - lfZ'. Thu
i'!I Ep1
V=� Q ins1
ns

i

i

s

s

(8
)2 dZ
- �COSS1Z s

xsin8

(90)

dp
R1
is the potent al at x due to Q at y, when both x and '!/ are n
the fir t cable, Z being g ven by {84). The ummation range
over the roots of Z = 0. There i no steady term, because of
i

s

i

s

i

s

s

YOL. II.

p
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the earth connection. For d/dp may be substituted differen
tiation to s1 or s2 for trigonometrical convenience, and so we
come to the fully-developed formula, suitable for calculation
if required. In general r is a function of p. But we do not
need to allow for that unless there is initial energy in r itself.
If x is in the second cable, y being still in the first, we must
put w for v in (90). If x and y are in the second cable, use
w,, and w11 in the numerator. If y is in the second cable and
a; in the first, use w11 and v,, .
In short, follow (85), (86).
If the effect of a localised impressed voltage is wanted, we
may use the resistance operator at the place. Thus, when e
is at Z, then
(91)
where Z is. as in (84), and Z0 is the steady resistance. To find
C at any other place x, introduce the factor c,,/c, in the general
term. It is the ratio of the normal current functions at x and
z, and is known.
If e is at x=O, a different Z is needed. We may regard it
as the resistance operator of the first cable with a terminal
arrangement, say Z 1, given by
R
(92)
Z 1 =r+-2 tans2 (l-z).
s2

It is then a special case of (59), § 291. Again, if e is at x=l,
we may bring the case under the same formula by treating it
as ·a cable (the second one) with a terminal arrangement

(93)
It may also be noted that the same formula allows us to
construct the resistance operator of any number of cables of
the same or different types put in sequence, with intermediate
insertions. For instance, we know the resistance operator at
C

3

b

2

a

1

a of cable 1 with Z 1 at its end. Call it Z 2 • It is
z 2 =� (Rsin+Z 1scos)sl,
s (Reos - Z 1 ssin)sl

(93A)

'
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using the proper R and s for the first cable. Then, by the
same formula, we know the resistance operator at b of cable 2
with Z2 at its end. Call it Z8 • Then we know the resistance
operator at c of cable 3 with Z8 at its end. That is, we know
the resistance operator at c of the complete combination.
This process may be continued to any extent, and results in ·a
continued fraction, which soon assumes gigantic size. There
may be intermediate insertions {without leaks), without essen
tial change. But leaks require a little change of treatment.
Say there is a leak at a, then Z2 is to be the resultant resist
ance operator of the leak and that of the cable 1 with Z1 at
its end; that is, the J_"eciprocal of the sum of their reciprocals.
Using this modified Z2, we may proceed as before till we
come to the next leak, say at b, where we make a similar
modification.
If an intermediate resistance operator is wanted, that is
merely the sum of the resistance operators to right and left,
to be got by the same process, which applies when the cables
are not each of uniform resistance and permittance, and when
the inductance and leakance are not ignored. Of course,
however, when R and S vary in any one cable, its resistance
.operator requires special investigation.
Cable involving the zeroth Bessel function.
. � 324. Still keeping to two cables in sequence, for simplicity
-of illustration of broad principles, let one be an ordinary cable,
the other with R and S varying in such a way as to produce
another kind of normal function. In passing, it may be
observed that by causing R and S to change gradually from
uniformity of distribution to various other arrangements of
the same total resistance and permittance, we can continuously
-deform the simple normal function (sin sx + a cos sx) so as to
make it assume the shape of any other kind of normal function.
In case of two kinds of cables, the results will be exhibited in
two series, say a Fourier series for one cable, and a Bessel
series for the other, properly harmonised.
In order to have the zeroth Bessel normal function, we need
only let the conductance and permittance per unit length of
cable both vary directly as the distance from x = 0. There
P2
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are other ways, but this is the simplest. Thus, the circuital
equations
dC = SpV,
dV = RC,
--(94)
dx
dx
unite to make the characteristic
d -1 dV -SpV,
(95)
dx ( Rdx )
without assumption of constancy of Rand S. Therefore, if
l X
8=80x,
- = -,
(96),

..

R R0

R0, S0 being constant, we produce the characteristic
!� x dV = RSpV = qiV,
xdx dx
where RS is the constant R0 S 0 •
The proper solution for our purpose is
(

(qx)2

(q.-r)4

V =lo(qo:c). A= 1 + · 2 +- � i
2 4
2

+ . . . ) Vo,

(971

(98)'

where V0 is a time function, and I0 is defined by the expansion,
given. The corresponding C is
C = _ _!_ dV = - % I1 (11ox).V0 ,
(99)
R dx
R
where I 1 is the derivative of I0 •
The meaning of V0 is clearly the potential at x=O itself,
given as a function of the time. But we do not want that.
a;

particularly. In fact, since the conductance is zero at x =O;.
there is no current there due to any finite impressed voltage,
and we should avoid the point x =0 for our immediate·
purpose. We have
V - - R Io(tzox)
(100)
0- qo I1 (q0x)
at x. Therefore, if e is impressed at ,\, the resistance·
operator is
(101),
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if we now reckon the current positive from .\. to O.

That is,

�;z is th� current entering at .\., if there is earth on the other

side of e. Or, more generally, V/Z is the current at .\. when
the potential there is V variable anyhow, due to sources on the
f!ide of .\. beyond the cable in question.
The formula for the potential at x is simply got by (98),
-observing that it must reduce toe at x=.\.. Thus,
V = lo(qoX) e,

(102)

Io(qo,\)
from which C follows by a. differentiation according to
Ohm's law.
By (102), we see that

or
(103)
lo(1o.\.)=O,
Jo(s0.\.)=0,
is the determinantal equation, if %,� -st Here J0 is an
oscillating function analogous to the cosine. Why we should
'have it so will be seen on remembering that there is no
�urrent at x = 0, so that, if R and S were constant, the normal
function would be cos sx.
Applying the expansion theorem to (102), when e is steady,
V expands to
•E
• ef'
V=e+eL lu(qoX)
---;r--=e+eL Jo(soX)
d
,
1e(qo.\.)
JoCso,\)
P½ 80dp
ds
pt

I

0

V. -e
_ _ e,:;.
,� ____
Jo(sx).el" ,
(101)
½so.\. J1(80.\.)
if J1 is the negative of the derivative of J0• This shows the
manner of establishment of the final state of V, which is
V =e all over, owing to the vanishing conductance at the
far end.
We can, of course, put on any terminal Z0 in place of earth
-on the other side of e, and solve in a similar way, but that
would be premature at present.

-or

A Fourier and a Bessel Cable in sequence.
§ 325. Pass to the matter immediately in question-namely,
the harmonisation of the solutions for two cables of different
natures. Let the cable on the left be of the regular kind, and
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that on the right be of the kind considered in the last section.
Earth is on at x=0 in the first cable, but the z=0 end of the
second cable is virtually insulated, if that is the point of
vanishing conductance. We measure X from left to right in
x=O

t

l (');..

V

W

..

z=O

the left cable, in which the potential is V, and z from right to
left in the other, where the potential is W. Between them ,.
at x = l in one and z =,\ in the other cable, is inserted any
combination r without leakage. . The complete resistance
operator at r is
Z =r + tansZ + Ro,\ I/%,\ ),
(105)s
1o I1(q0"-)
by (101), using the notation of the last section for the Besset
cable, except that" x is now z, t'o distinguish it from x in the
fi_rst cable. So the impressed voltage e at r produces the
current
e ...,et ,
C;,. = -e =-+,,:;,,(106}
. Z Z0
JJ Z'

!t

P1

subject to Z =0, with the form of Z shown by (105).
This being merely a special case, let us examine the result.
of charging both cables initially in any given way, :tnd leaving
them to themselves. The formulm are (85) and (86), provided
we harmonise vand w, and evaluate U -T. The form of vis
obvious, so
v=sinsx,
(107)
where.b has to be found so as to make w fit vproperly. This·
may be done by the voltage equation at the junction, or
v-w=rc,
(108)
where x =l in v and z =>.. in w, and c is the current corres.:
ponding to v. It is also the current corresponding tow, and
their equalisation produces the determinantal equation (105),
already found. Now (108) is tlie same as
rs
sinsZ- blo(1oA) = -- cossl,
(109)
lt
which gives b, and makes
w = lo(qoZ) (sinsl + 1:: cos�z).
R
. l0(q0l)
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This w is the other part of the normal system u, for v and u,
together make it complete, except as regards the internal
variation in r itself, which we do not want.
There. is only left the evaluation of U-T. As before, the
resistance operator at r being known, we may employ the
-c2Z' form, and therefore get, subject to Z = 0 in (105),
V =� Qsinsxsinsy £"'
cossl 2Jz
- '

(i

)

(111)

dp

when x and '!/ are in the -first cable; it being vxv, that is used
in the numerator. Substitute w,w11 when they are in the
Bessel cable, using (110); and vxw,, or v,w. when x or z is in
one and '!/ in the other cable. Also, instead of Io(qoZ), use
Jo(su2)•
· When the initial state is given to be that the potential is
U, the coefficient of the normal function is got by an integra
tion, thus:
A =JSUudx JSVvdx+JSi\Vu:dz '
(l12)
U-T
U-T
where in the first form u is the complete normal function,
whilst in the second it is separately exhibited for the two
cables, the initial U becoming the initial V and W respectively.
Construction of a Normal System in General
§ 326. The above case of two cables of the ordinary kind
having different uniform resistance and permittance, and more
particularly the case in which one cable is uniform whilst the
other is of a variable type, are meant to lead easily to a broad
understanding of a normal distribution in general. It should
be regarded as a single function of position in the combina
tion, no matter how many forms it may assume in different
parts. To illustrate this, imagine any number of cables put
in sequence, with any terminal arrangements, any way of
variation of resistance and permittance, and any number of
intermediate insertions or leaks. A normal system of potential
is one which, when left to itself, preserves its form when sub
siding. To find it, we may first divide the whole cable into
sections containing no intermediate insertions or leaks. Then,
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if R, S vary in any section each according to a single formula, it
may be treated by itself. But if there are two or more formulre
concerned, we must subdivide into smaller sections. So we
come down to a section having a single characteristic. It is
equation (95) above. Regarding p as a constant, there are two
independent solutions, say u =av+ bw, a and b being any con
stants, v and w the two solutions, functions of x. Every section
has its u of this kind, with its own special v and w. They have
next to be fitted together. This is to be done by the intermediate
and the terminal conditions, introducing all the necessary
continuities and discontinuities. The result is a single normal
function u, represented by u 1 in the first �ection, u2 in the
second, and so on, but of arbitrary size. At the same time
the conditions furnish a general determinantal equation. It
is the characteristic of the whole combination, say Z = O, and
the values of p satisfying it are the values of p permissible.
Thus AiteP1, where A is a constant, represents a complete
normal system at time t, so far as the cable is concerned, and
therefore � A1iev1 , including all the normal systems corre
sponding to the different p's, represents the solution arising
from any initial state. The normal u may, if we please, be
continued over all the intermediate and terminal insertions
and leaks, to make it fully complete. The size of the normal
systems is then settled by their conjugate property, which
leads to the formula (62), and other forms. If any part of the
combination contain no energy initially, its detailed considera
tion may be omitted, and its influence on the rest allowed for
by a resistance operator. This applies to parts of the cable
itself as well as to insertions and leaks.
· The characteristic of the whole combination, whose vanish
ing settles the admissible rates of subsidence, may be taken
to be the conductance operator at any point, specialised by
regarding p as a constant, all other forms being derivable
from it. The normal functions are always entirely real when
electric energy alone is concerned, and also when magnetic
energy alone is concerned, though the latter does not occur
in the above diffusive applications. In intermediate cases,
the p's may be either real or complex. There is more to be
said about these things in other electrical applications, but
the present remarks are sufficient for the immediate purpose.
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There is no material alteration when, by means of cross
connections, we convert the above arrangement of cables
entirely in sequence into a network of cables, of any degree
of complication. To make the normal system complete, it
must be continued over all the branches. We may use
different symbols to indicate position, or we may use the
same symbol with a different range. These things are
immaterial. We still have to regard .the normal system,
though made up of many parts, as a single system, self
eontained. At the same time, as before, any parts thereof
may be left out, provided the proper operators are employed
to sum up their reaction upon the retained parts.
Construction of Operational Solutions in a Connected
System.
§ 327. We should now point out how a normal solution,
as above specified, differs from what I have usually called
the operational solution. There are likenesses and differences.
Let the electrical arrangement be the same, either a single
circuit of cables or a network ; but now consider how to
find the operational solution expressing the effect all over
the combination due to impressed force at any point therein.
It may be impressed voltage e, or impressed gaussage h. The
former will create a discontinuity in the potential, the latter
in the current, and these constitute the effective sources of
<listurbance, whereby energy is brought into the combination.
We have here a difference from the self-sufficiency of a normal
system.
We have to find V (and C) all over due to e or h; say
V = Xe, for example. The form of X is wanted. Since e is at
.a definite point, whilst V is anywhere, X is a function of x,
specifying position in the combination. It is not the same
function (in its expression) in different branches, but since all
the different forms have to be harmonised, we may still
regard X as a whole, changing its form of expression as we
pass over the combination. In this respect it is like the
normal function. But at the same time, it is a function of p,
the time differentiator, and varies in form as concerns pas well
.as x, because p enters along with the electrical constants.
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To find X fully, we proceed as in the case of a normal
function, to divide the combination into sections involving
only one characteristic. But we do not assume that pis con
stant in the characteristic. It remains what it is fundamentally,
a differentiator. So, in the general solution of any section,
say V =av+ bw, the a and b are not now constants, but time
functions, and v, w are not merely algebraical functions, but
differential operators. We may write V = va + wb, if we wish
to explicitly indicate that a and bare operated upon by u and w.
But this is a matter of convention. A cart may be pulled or
pushed. Another forrn is V = ('v + jw) a. Here there is but
one time function explicitly. The other is ja, where j is an
operator,
Now supposing we have found the general solutions
of V for every one of the sections, we have next to bar·
monise them by the conditions at the junctions. This
process is, up to a certain point, formally like that of
harmonising the differen_t parts of a normal function. The
difference comes in when, say finally (though it may be done
initially) we treat the section containing the impressed force.
There is nothing special there in a normal solution. But in
the operational case we have an additional split. The section
is made bwo sections, and there are two· auxiliary con
ditions, as, continuity in C, and a jump in V produced by e.
The result is that all the time functions in all the branches
become known in terms of e. Or, in another form, in V = Xe,.
we know the operator X completely throughout the combina
tion, and there is nothing left over to be fixed by extra data.
In the case of the normal system, on the other hand, its
size 1s left quite indefinite. Apart from this, the normal
system constitutes a succession of values making it be a
numerical function of x. It is one of a set, for the constant p
in it may have any one of a particular series of values. It is
different in an operational solution. The operand e is any
function of the tirne, and X by itself is not numerical. But the
determinantal equation is implicitly involved. For if we put
e = O, producing O = X-1V, the latter is the general characteristic
of the solutions when free from impressed force. If it is, as in
most of our applications, a rational equation, then X-1 = 0 finds
special solutions, of the type E xf(x). This brings us to-.
pt
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the normal functions again: I have shown how to expand
Y =e/X-1 in normal functions when they are appropriate.
Fr:im the examples given, it will be seen that the operator X
itself may be regarded as expressing the type of the normal
function (apart from size), viz., by making p in it become
constant and assume one of the critical values. It then also
simplifies in form, in virtue of the determinantal equation.
The greater generality of the form of X is essential. The
normal system cannot be more than it is. The other has to
cover all possible cases, and is constructed to do it.
Similar remarks apply when the source is h, impressed
gaussage, equivalent to an external source of current. This
brings us to the normal functions again from another point of
view, viz., when there are no impressed forces given whose
effect is required, but the data consist in the specification of an
initial state of V and C, from which the subsequent states arise.
We convert this general problem to a special case of the.
former by the use of impulses. There are two sorts. Let
e=pP and h=pQ, where P and Q are constants, or, more
strictly, constant functions of the time when t is positive, and
zero when t is negative. Then e is merely the impressed
voltage in an impulse at the moment t= 0, the total of the
impulse being P. Similarly, h is the impressed gaussage in·
an impulse of total Q. That is, as before explained, the'
charge Q is instantly introduced, and then left to itself."
Similarly as regards P. It represents magnetic momentum.
The analogue of Q= SV, where S is the concrete permittance
connecting the charge Q and the voltage V, is P=LC, where
Lis the concrete inductance connecting the momentum P and
the current C. But in the case of a cable, if S and L belong
to unit length, Q and P are the length integrals of SV and
LC. Now the initial state is fully specified by V and C.
That is, P and Q are given, or which is the same thing,
e and h. In our diffusion problems, we do not require to
know C at all, that is, e equivalently, because the assumption
L = 0 destroys the momentum. That is why only li=pQ has
been employed in discussing initial states, and the expansions
required to represent them. But, in general, when L is
included, we must use both e and h to obtain the proper
expansions. The addition of the impulsive e is important
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because it enables us to treat the electromagnetic problems
with generality as regards initial states, and from the opera
tional standpoint.
Remarks on Operational and Normal Solutions. Connection
with the Simply Periodic.
§ 328. The object of the mathematical investigation of
physical matters being to ascertain what happens under given
circumstances, and map out the field of knowledge, so to
speak, the method of normal functions, or modes of vibration,
or of subsidence, or of time variation in more mixed manners,
is one of the most important ways of working to the desired
end. But whether it ·should be used, and if so, how it should
be used, depends upon circumstances. There are other
methods. It may be that only very partial knowledge is
wanted-e.g., the general nature of normal modes-and then
it may be quite unnecessary to resort to operational methods,
though their use will often settle matters which are obscure
without them. On the other hand, operational ways are
much the best in dealing with the effects of localised impressed
forces, and the study of such cases is often most instructive.
The most serious drawback to the method of analysis into
normal systems is that, beyond a certain point, the numerical
examination of general results becomes impossible in any
reasonable time. This is of no consequence in theory, but
. is a great practical objection. We should go to the opera
tional solutions for information. We may turn them to
normal systems if we want to, and if we do not, we can
apply other methods to them. The most important is
usually the simply periodic, from the wide application
possible, involving the reduction of V = Xe to V = (Xo + X1i)e,
where e is simply periodic and i is the differentiator d/d(nt).
Some other special ways of working have been given, and J
will give more later on. The discovery of practical methods
of manipulating operators is a matter of importance to the
future of physical analysis. Objections founded upon want
of rigour seem to be narrow-minded, and are not important,
unl�ss passive indifference should be replaced by active
obstructiveness. In making them rigorists make confes
sion of ignorance. It would be more useful for them to
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try to extend the matter, and remove the want of rigour,
if they want to. But this is merely parenthetical.
Returning to the simply periodic solution just mentioned,
it may be worth while to point out two ways of connecting it
with solutions in series of normal functions. Suppose we
have a telegraph line of any sort, and desire to express the
current C at the distant end (or anywhere else) in terms of e
at its beginning. We may do this operationally, of course.
Say we come to C = Ye. Now, given that e is impulsive, we
can convert the result to a series of normal functions. Next,
observing that if e is given variable in any way with the time r
it may be regarded as made up of a succession of infinitesimal
impulses, we see that the last solution in normal functions, by
being used as the element of a time integral, enables us to,
express C when e is variable. Lastly, by choosing 6 to be·
simply periodic, the result must be equivalent to that which
may be obtained directly from C = Ye, by the transformation
p = ni. The method described is a very complicated way of
getting the simply periodic solution, but its execution and
verification is quite feasible in some cases.
The process is reversible, if we are in possession of all the
steps. But if not, if we only know the simply periodic solu
tion, obtained directly from the operational, there is another
and much shorter way of passing to the solution when e·
varies anyhow-namely, by analysing an impulse into simply
periodic variations. Thus, the impulsive voltage e =pE is
equivalent to
. .,,
E
pE=-} cosntdn,
(113}
r. 0
by (54), § 271. The simply periodic solution for the element;
(E/1r) cosntdn is obtained by operating on it by Y. So
0=

_!_f"
1r

o

�)

Y cosntdn=�r:(Y0 + Y1
cosntdn (114)
.. o
dnt

expresses C due to an impulsive voltage, and therefore, by a
time integration, as before, we express C due to any varying e
by the second method. This process can also be practically
carried out, in some cases, by the evaluation of the integral.
But I am afraid that, in general, the evaluation of the definite
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integral will present much difficulty. Considering the extreme
-complication introduced into normal systems by the inclusion
-of gradual propagation into the wires as well as along them,
the process (114) seems at first sight rather enticing. It looks
so simple. S9 it is, in idea; but if we cannot effect the
integration, the integral does not tell us any more than the
operational solution itself. So I found it some years ago,
when I desired to trace the progress of an elastic wave along
a resisting wire. The integral was unmanageable. But the
operational solution itself was amenable to treatment by a
specially-invented process, which had its foundation in the
physical ideas involved, and which proved to be relatively
simple in execution. In connection with this matter, the
converse process should be noticed, viz., the transformation
of definite integrals to operational form, with a view to their
evaluation by any means that may then present itself. This
is often a very useful practice.
But the transformation from C = YpE to (114) requires to
be done with caution. It may be the case that the physics is
such as to show that the process is legitimate. But the
legitimacy, cannot be asserted when Y is an arbitrary operator,
of unknown meaning. The resulting integral may not be
equivalent, or may be equivalent only within a certain range.
That there should be failures in this application of (113) will
be understood, at least partly, by considering the application
or misapplication of Fourier's theorem in the definite integral
form (55), § 271, to a function which does not vanish at
infinity, particularly if it is infinite itself there.
A Bessel Cable with one Terminal condition.
Cables in Sequence.

Two Bessel

§ 329. There is little more to be said about the submarine
cable without self-induction, which has been principally useful
as a convenient basis upon which to rest the theory of
Z1

x=O

x=.\

t

diffusion. The application, liowever, of the zeroth Bessel
function may be continued in a generalised form, since the
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Bessel functions are of great importance in matliematical
physics, and ha,e many applications in electromagnetism.
Take the problem of § 324, but now put a terminal arrange"'
ment Z1 at .v = "-, instead of ha.ing a short-circuit there. The
resistance operator at the point.\ is now
(115)

by (101), using the same notation, and it follows that if the
initial state is Q at the point y, the resulting potential is
V = � Q I0(qqx} l0(%Y) e"'

(q

)2az

- _Jl. I1(qo"-} -

(116)

dp

R

by the formula (83), § 322, applied to the present case, Z
being given by (115), and Z �o being the determinantal
equation.
Now choose Z 1 to be another Bessel cable exactly like the
first, but turned the other way, so that the zero conductance
is at the far end. Then we make a single cable ABC, whose
.A

x=O

B

C

X

conductance and permittance are greatest at B, and fall off
linearly to zero at A and C. The solution (16) relates to the
left one, the right one being uncharged. The resi':lt:i.nce
operator at B is twice that of either cable, or
z =2R0 lo(q0 ).
qo"- I1{qo"-)
..\.

(117)

This is such that e/Z is the current produced by e at the
point B.
But it is clear on consideration that if this Z be used in
(116), that result is erroneous, if limited to the roots of lo(q0.\)
=O. For every normal system then has a node at B. This
is perfectly right as regards the normal systems concerned
when e is at B, because it charges the two cables symmetrically
but oppositely, so that V =0 at"B when e is removed. But it
cannot be right in general, for the cables may be charged
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symmetrically so as to produce no current at B. Besides
l0(q0,\.) = 0, we require another condition giving nodes to the
current at B in a set of normal systems.
In fact, if in (115) we let Z 1 be nearly, but not quite, the
same as the other term, say by the length of the right cable
being slightly different from that of the left one, it will be
found that the roots of Z divide into two sets, approximately
those of the sum of the operators and of their difference. In
the limit, the first lot lead to Io(q0,\.) = 0, with potential nodes
at B, and the second lot to I i(q0"-) = 0, with current nodes at.
B, the 11 function being the derivative of Io, The first set of
normal systems is solely concerned when the initial state is
such as to produce no potential at B, and the second set when
such as to produce no current there.
I have introduced this example to illustrate the need of
caution in the treatment of normal systems in peculiar cases.
It is a necessity for the validity of the expansion of an arbitrary
initial state in normal systems that every possible normal
system should be included. But it usually happens in these
peculiar cases that the peculiar results can be foreseen. It
may be noticed that in the denominator in (116), representing
- c2Z', the quantity c vanishes at the point B for all the
missing normal functions. The reader has already been
cautione·d not to choose a point where v vanishes in the alter
native form v2Y'. If we chose Z at some other point, between
B and A or C, there would be no failure.
In the treatment of this problem by the operational solution.
there is no room for hesitation. Put Q at J' in the left cable�
and find the resulting Vin the usual way. We require, of
course, to use the second solution, Ko(qx), along with I0 (qx).
The result is, writing q instead of q0, for convenience, and R
instead of R0,
V2 = l0(qy)

{i K (qx) - 2q,\. I�(;l�)Ii(qA)}RpQ,
0

(118
)"

at x, on the right side of y; and the same expression with x,
y interchanged serves when x is on the left side. This result,
is explicit in making
lo(q"-)l1 (q"-) = •0
(119}
I

he the determinantal equation when (118) is expanded in

a,

'
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series of the normal functions I0(qx), and shows the two sets.
The K0 (qx) function, though required in general, then dis
appears _altogether. Developing (ll8) by the expansion
theorem, we get
..._, RpQ L,(qx)e"'
RpQ I o(qx)e"'
,
(120)
"\ 2=Vo - .., {q,\ l1(q,\)}• - �(q,\)2 lo(q,\)l1'(q,\)'
where the first summation is subject to l0(q,\) =0, and the
second to l1(q,\)=0. The accent means differentiation to q,\.
There is a steady term V0 because there is no earth connection.
It is obtained as usual by making p=0 in the operational
solution (ll8). The result is
Q
,
.
y0=_g_ =
S,\• total pernnttance

(121)

if the permittance per unit length is Sx in the first cable, and
symmetrically in the second. The change to the oscillating
functions Jo (sx) and J1 (s.x) by means of q2= - s2 is obvious.
But this is a special case of the next investigation, so it is only
needful to record the results as above.
General SolutioDs for Sources in a Bessel Cable with two
Terminal conditions.
§ 330. Passing now to the general case involving the zeroth
Bessel functions of both kinds we can obtain our results very
shortly and symmetrically by the operational method. Let
terminal arrangements Z0 and Z1 be put on at the points
x=,\ and l, in a cable subject to the circuital laws
dV = -C,
Z
-dx x

(1)

V and C being the voltage (transverse) and current at x, where
the resistance and leakance operators per unit length are Z/x
and Yx. Here Z and Y are independent of x, and are
preferentially of the forms
Y=K+Sp,

Z=R+Lp,

(2)

R, L, K, and S being constants, being the values at the point
x = 1 of the resistance, inductance, leakance and permittance
per unit length. It is merely the introduction of variation
VOL. II.
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with x in the manner specified that introduces Bessel functions.

zI

Zo

t

y

x=l

t

The characteristic of V, obtained by eliminating C from
(1 ), is
V
X d = YZV =q2 V.
(3)
x dx dx

!.�

Later on, we can give different meanings to q, according to
those assumed for Y and Z.
The two solutions of the characteristic are

(4)
where y=0·5772 is a certain constant introduced to make
K 0(qx) vanish at infinity. That these are solutions of the
characteristic is easily verified ; and since they are not in
constant ratio, it follows that they are sufficient to express all
solutions directly or indirectly. That is, ·
V = {I0 (qx) -jK 0 (qx)}A,
( 5)
where A andjA are any time functions, is the general solution
of the characteristic,.j being any operator.
When qx is numerical and positively real the 10 function is
like f!lx , finite at the origin and increasing continuously to
infinity at infinity. The K 0 function, on the other hand, is
like £ , in falling continuously to zero at infinity. It is, how
ever, not finite, but infinite at the origin. Both 10 and _K0 are
always positive when qx is positive.
Now construct the operational solutions for e and h at the
point y. The characteristic fails at that point, so we have
two forms, say
V1 = {I0(qx) - aKo(qx)}A,
(6)
V2 ={l0(qx)-,BKo(qx)}B,
(7)
where V1 holds when xis on the left, and V2 when on the right
side of y.
-qx
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In the case of e, we have
e=V2-V11

01=02,
(8)
at the pornt y. These conditions, applied to (6), (7) determine
A and B, and produce
7rqy (la:,- aK02:)lI11 - /3K1,)
(9)
Vi = y
'
a-

{3

V = ,.qye(Io.,-f3Ko.,)(I1,- aK1,)
2
'
2
a-/3

(10)

which are quite general, as due to the source e. The operators
a and /3 enable us to introduce terminal conditions. Say
V=Z 1 C at x=l,

V= -Z0C at x=O,

(11)

These determine a and (3, thus,
10,. - (q,\Z0/Z)I,:1. ,
l
/3 = 1 01 + (qlZ1/Z)Iu •
( 2)
Ko,+ (qlZ1/Z)K11
K0 \-(q,\Zo/Z)K1:1.
Equations (9), (10) are now made fully explicit in terms of
the terminal operators, and may be developed in Bessel series.
As regards the notation, 11 and K1 are the derivatives of Io
and K0 ; and, to ease matters, Io(qx) is denoted by Io,,, and
similarly for the rest.
When h is the source, we still use (6), (7), but instead of (8)
we have the conditions
02- l= h,
1= 2 ,
(13)
a=

at y.

v v

c

These find A and B, and make

a
V1= ½,rZh (la:,- K0z)(Iou-/3lio,) '
a-/3
' (Io,,-f3Koz)(I., - aKo,)
-1
:l'll"ZII-'------"=''---"'-•
V2a-/3
The expressions for a and /3 are the same as before.
determinantal equation of normal systems is

(14)
(15)
The

a=/3.
(16)
The h solutions are required to represent initial states of
potential, and the e solutions those of current. In obtaining
them use was made of the identity
2
,
lo(z)K1(z)- I1 (z) K0(z)= (17)
7r'Z

which often turns up in these investigations.

Q2
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Conjugate Property of Voltage and Gaussage Solutions.
§ 331. It is often to be observed that a property, first
noticed in a special case, then in others, if it be really a
general property, admits of simple proof. Perhaps the more
general the property the simpler the proof. The last equa
tion is an example. It is a particular case of the known
conjugate relation between the two solutions of the ordinary
equation of the second order. The proof is simplest in terms
of V and C. Thus, let

dV =
dC
-pC,
--=Kt,
(18)
d.-r:
dx
be the connections. Here p and K are, in the simplest case,
the resistance of the wires and the conductance of the insu
lator, per unit length of circuit. They may be any functions
of x. More generally they are operators, functions of JI the
time-differentiator, when variable states are concerned, as well
as functions of x. The characteristic of V is
"\"T

(HJ)
Now let v1 , c1 and r2, c2 be any two solutions subject to (18).
Then, since

(20)

Similarly,

(21)

Now if we make p be a constant, and the same constant in
the two systems, K and p become identical functions of x in
the. last two equations, so that the right members are the
same. Therefore
(22)

and consequently
where mis constant.

(23)

This is the conjugate property.
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If the two systems coexist, making v=i·1 +v2, and c=c1 +ci
be the voltage and current, the product vc is the total .energy
flux, and its rate of decrease with x is its leakage, or the
activity per unit length of circuit. It consists of the sum of
the leakages from i·1ci , v,h, v1c2 and i·2c1 ; and the reciprocal
property in the form (22) asserts that the parts depending on
cross products are equal. Whei;i pis real, the systems are real,
and their energy, &c. When pis imaginary, the best way is
to imagine it to be real, for the sake of the electrical argument.
It is easy to generalise the property by extension to spa�e dis
tributions of electric and magnetic force, but we do not want
that at present.
That pis to be the same constant in the two states, limits us
to any two solutions of the or<linary equation which the charac
teristic (19) becomes, when the differentiator pis replaced by a
constant. For example, E " and c<l2', or combinations; lo(qx)
and K0(qz), or combinations; and so on to other kinds., .In
terms of the i·'s only, the conj1;1gate property is
,. ·
q

(24)
where the accent indicates differentiation to x; and, in terms
of the e's only, it is
(25)
Thus (24) relates to the two solutions of (19), and (25) to
those ol the corresponding characteristic for c, which is not the
same. If the two v solutions taken specially are in constant
ratio, m vanishes, of course. When not in constant ratio,
they are said to be independent. The independence is, how
ever, of a limited nature, since, when one is given, another
can be deduced by the conjugate property.
Operational Solutions for Sources in the General Case.
§ 332. By means of the conjugate property we are enabled
to obtain the operational solutions for sources e and It. It
will be convenient to denote two independent solutions by
" and w, instead of i·1 and v2 , so that the property is
ttw' - 1cu' = -mp.

(26)
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Now there is a discontinuity at a source, so two forms of
solution for the potential are required, say
V1 = (u,, - aw.,)A,

(2'1)

where V1 is on the left side of the source and V2 on the right.
These are operational,p meaning the time-differentiator, a and
f3 unknown operators, A and B unknown time-functions.
Specialise the source to be It at y. This makes V1 = V2 , and
h= 02 - 01 at y. Applying these conditions to (27), using the
conjugate property (26), we produce
a
V1 =fu,, - wx) (uu_-: /31i·ul h,
m(a - /3)

(28)
(29)

which are explicit when a and /3 are known.
When the source is e at y, which makes C1 = 0 2 and
e= V'J - V1 at y, we similarly produce the results
y1 = (u,, - a3..1�%.)(t1� - /31r�) e,
mp(a-/3)

(31)
The value of the constant in depends upon the standardisa
tion of the functions u,w. It can be found as soon as they
are given, by inserting them in the conjugacy equation.
Only the commencement of the series need be used.
The operator a is determined by V/C at any point on the
left of the source, and /3 similarly by V/0 at any point on the
right. Say V/C = - Z 0 at A, and= Z 1 at l, then
u� - (Z0 lp)u' ;,..
a=---�---,
w� -(Z 0/p)w';,..

(3�)

By means of Z 0 and Z 1 , we allow for the reaction of all the parts
of the electrical system beyond the limits upon the part bl)�lVeeu
them. That is to say, the operational solutions are complete
for the region between A and Z, so far as the source e or li is
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concerned. The conversion to series of normal solutions is
to be done in the usual way, and initial states of potential
and current bye= pP, Ii= pQ, as before described.
Comparing the present investigation with that in§ 330, we
see that 1t is represented by I0 (qx) and w by Ko(qx), and that
the constant m is 2/r.Z. It is constant as regards x. It
containsp (or may do so).
Conversion of Wire Waves to Cylindrical Waves.
Two Ways.
§ 333. Returning to the Bessel investigation of§ 330, which
contains most of the fundamental formulre involving the
zeroth Bessel functions of both kinds, by means of certain
equivalent transformations we can develop the whole body of
results, ordinary and extraordinary. But before doing that,
it is desirable to point out that the formulra are not merely
those concerned in the theory of a telegraph line of a variable
nature, of no practical use, but belong to cylindrical electro
magnetic waves in general. Moreover, they do not do so by
mere analogy, but, by proper interpretation of symbols, the
two theories may be seen to be one and the same essentially.
Thus, I have shown in§ 206, Vol. I., how, in the trans
mission of plane electromagnetic waves through a conducting
dielectric, any tube of energy flux may be isolated from the
rest and made independent, by enclosing it in a conducting
tube made of two materials. The electric displacement in the
tube must terminate perpendicularly upon perfect electric
conductors forming two sides of the tube, and the magnetic
induction upon perfect magnetic conductors forming the other
two sides of the tube. Also, the electric force is tangential to
the two magnetic conductors, and the magnetic force to the
two electric conductors, whilst the two forces cross one
another perpendicularly within the tube. Under these
circumstances the internal plane waves are made self-,
supporting, guided by the tube. The internal state is like
a beam of light, with lateral spreading prevented.
We may conveniently take the tube to be of square section
for plane waves. Then the lines of force are straight. But
in the present application, the tube must be imagined to be of
�he shape of a wedge. It increases in section ,regularly as we
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pass along it, but two of its fiat sides remain equidistant,
whilst the other two separate. Looking at the tube in section
along its length, AB and AC represent the traces of the
separating sides, to be called the top and bottom, whilst the
others are parallel to the plane of the paper, and may be
called simply the sides.
Now let straight lines of Hjoin the·sides, or be perpendicular
to the plane of the paper. The E lines must then join the top
and bottom, and be circular, centred at A, as at E in the
diagram. Also, let E and H, the intensities of E and H, be
e�ch the same at the same distance from A. Under these
circumstances we shall have propagation of electromagnetic
';aves in the tube ac,cording to the formulm given.

A-===========@=E

==

0

a

For, consider how the inductance and permittance of the
tube vary. The current C is the same as H x depth of tube,
being the transverse gaussage. The "potential" V, with an
enlarged meaning of• potential, is E x by length of arc con
cerned, or the transverse voltage. The inductance (per unit
length of tube) varies directly as x, the distance from A,
because the section of the tube of induction belonging, to
unit length of the tube of energy-flux varies as x, whilst its
length is constant. On the other hand, the permittance
varies inversely as x, because the section of the corresponding
tube of displacement is constant, whilst its length varies as
&:. The circuital equations are therefore .
dV = LxpC,
-dx

ac s ,
-dx = x-vV

(33)

if Lx and S/x are the inductance and permittance per unit
length of tnbe, L and S being constants, the values of the
same at x = 1. The above makes no allowance for any
conductivity within the tube, which is itself merely a guide.
Next, let the medium in the tube be uniformly conducting,
both electrically and magnetically. Then the magnetic con
ductance will vary like L, that is, as ·x; and the electric
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conductance will vary like S, or as x-1• We shall therefore
make the circuital equations take the form
dV
--=(R+Lp)xC,
dx

(34)

if Rx and K/x are the magnetic and electric conductances per
unit length of tube. So far is an exact theory. The reader
should study Chapter IV., or the part relating to the trans
formation of the circuital equations in general to the special
forms for plane waves along wires, and the interpretation of
the quantity called magnetic conductivity. It is the same theory
now, only applied to a tube of energy flux of variable section.
If we remove R from the inside of the tube, and substitute
equivalent electric resistance in its top and bottom, the
eqnations remain approximately true when the angle of the
wedge is small, and the distance x not too great. It is
now the theory of waves along a pair of finitely resisting
electric conductors through an electrically conducting dielectric
medium. If we remove K too, we must substitute equivalent
magnetic resistance in the. other pair of. conductors, the side
pair. But since K expresses a really existent property, it is
no use doing that. Therefore retain K within the tube.
The depth of the wedge is immaterial. Make it infinite,
and· do away with the side magnetic conductors altogether.
The wedge now consists of two planes (top and bottom)
inclined at an angle. The magnetic flux is endless, which is
equivalent to being circuital. If, now, in addition R is zero,
the angle of the wedge becomes immaterial. This is also the
case when R is not zero, provided it be in the tube of energy
flux, and not at top and bottom. Increase the angle until it
becomes 360deg. We may then remove the top and bottom
plates altogether. The result is complete cylindrical waves in
a conducting dielectric, the conductivity being of either kind
or of both kinds, as we please. The voltage Vis now Qircuital,
and finite. The measure of C, on the other hand,· is infinite.
We need only, however, deal with a finite depth along the axis,
when C will be finite too.
But in § 330 the resistance of the wires varied as x--1, and
the permittance as x. To obtain this case, we have merely 'to
interchange the electric and magnetic forces in the above.
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The magnetic force must be in the plane of the paper in the
figure, and parallel thereto, and be circular. The electrj.c
force must be straight and perpendicular to the paper. So, to
begin with, the sides of the tube must be perfect electric con
ductors, and the top and bottom perfect magnetic conductors.
Then, if the medium in the tube is uniformly conducting in
both ways, the quantities K and S will vary as. x, and the
quantities R and L as x-1•
The same substitutions of resistance in the bounding con
ductors for the internal conductance may be made as before,
allowing for the change in position of the electric and
magnetic forces. Also, the bounding conductors may be
wholly removed, leaving complete cylindrical waves in a
homogeneous dielectric, conducting in either or both wa;..-s.
The gaussage C is now reckoned once round the circle of
magnetic force. To make V finite we may consider only a
finite depth along the axis.
We see that the problem of a telegraph circuit has real
application to electromagnetic waves of much greater gene
rality than plane waves, by letting the "constants" of the
circuit be variable. The process employed is not confined in
its application to cylindrical waves. Spherical waves may be
similarly treated, by employing a tube whose section varies as
x�, both pairs of sides separating. Both E and H will be
along arcs of circles, centred at the axis. In fact, the theory
of this case is much simpler than the other, but we must no�
run away from the matter immediately in hand.
Special Cases of Zeroth Bessel Solutions.
§ 334. After the enlargement of ideas of the last section, we
may partially discuss some of the operational results. Notice
first that the results for e in § 330 are produced from those for
h, by substituting eqy(d/dqy) for Zh. We may keep at present
to the h set. Thus, take equation (14), or
Vi-1�rrZh (lox - aKox)(Iov- /3Koy) ,
a-/3

giving V1 at x<y due to h at y.
vll is wanted.

(35)

Interchange x and y when
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If Z is infinity, li01 is zero, and /3 is infinite, by (12).
reduces (35) to

235'.
This
{36}

We see that the terminal condition at l becomes impotent,
and disappears.
Again, if A= 0, K0x is infinite, and a= 0, by (12). So

µ) .

. I
V1 }1rZ1t1ox(li ,�
=

(37}

Thus the terminal condition at A becomes impotent and
disappears by shifting it to the origin. Also note that
in the region reaching to the origin, Kox does not appear.
It is usual to consider that we cannot have the K0 function in
solutions extending to the origin (the axis of the cylinder in
cylindrical waves), unless there is a source at the origin t
because to do so would make V infinite there. That this
reason is inadequate and unsatisfactory will be evident if it.
be allowed that V can be infinite at the origin without having
a. source there, of which I will give examples. That is, we
obtain infinite results \l,t the origin without using Kor Ne,er
theless, there is no doubt that the K0 function is excluded
unless there is a source at the origin, as we saw above, unless
there can be something very peculiar about the Z0 operator,
making a, which is gi,en by
_ Io:1.-{qAZJZ)I1,
aK0,..-(q>..ZJZ)K1,.'

be finite when A= 0.
If both A= 0 and l = a:i , then a= 0,
conditions are impotent, and

/3 = a:i •

(33}
Both terminal
(3!J}

which represent an important fundamental solution.
If y = >.., we have only the V2 solution under control, and
V2 ½-;:-Ziox;!%ox (10:1.-aKo:1.)·
=

(40}

If y = >.. = 0, we reduce the last to
V = ½r.Zh(lio,; - �=)
/3

(41)
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The source is at the origin, and the Z 0 condition is
impotent.
Finally, if Z =oo , /3 =oo, and (41) reduces to
(42)
Thus, with the source at the origin,· we have the K0 func
tion alone if there is no reflection, but the Io function as well
when there is reflection at a finite distance, as in (41).
Similarly as regards e. By (9),
V 1 = ½1rqye(I0,,- aK0,,)K1v,

(43)

makes

V1 = f r.qyelox(K1y-{r'I1v),

(44)

l=oo, A=O

make

V1 = f1rqyelaxK1v•

(45)

y=A=O

make

V2 = 0.

(46)

l=oo makes
A=O

In the last case the finite e pr0duces no disturbance beyond
the origin, because of the vanishing conductance there. In
(42), on the other hand, his given to be finite. That it needs
infinite impressed voltage is immaterial.
Numerical Interpretation of Formulre. The Divergent Series.
; § 335. The above results are usually operational. But
they are strictly numerical results in certain cases, without
change of form, or perhaps with only nominal change. Thus
when the source gives rise to a steady state we can use the
above at once. Putting p=O makes �z2 == RK, which is con
stant. Then Io,:, &c., are all algebraical functions and are
numerical when x is given. So, knowing the general nature of
the curves Io and K0, we can see by inspection in some cases
the nature of the steady states on both sides of the source.
,ve have, of course, when a and /3 are concerned, to make Z 0
and Z1 represent the steady resistances terminally at A and l.
In these direct numerical applications, use the formulre (4)
when qx is small. But they are quite unsuitable when qx is
big. Then use the approximate formulre
( 47)
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which show plainly how the functions behave ultimately. The
quantity Sqx should be several times unity to make (47) be
practically true. :More generally, use the formulre
)
ii"'
12
l 2f
12325 2
Io(qx) = (2r.qx)I (1 + 8 '/ x + �qxf + �8qx)3 + · · · ' (48)
fl

€-<l"'

l2

1 2 32

I 2 32 5 2

)

(
Ko(qx) = ( �r.qx)' 1 - Sqx + �Sqx)i -: @.(Sqx)3 + · · · ·

(49)

The first terms represent (47). These are divergent formulre,
and, to obtain the proper values, stop when you reach the
bottom, and ignore the rest. That is, seek the point of con
vergence of the series you are calculating, or the place where
the smallest term occurs. The error is limited by the size of
the smallest term, and may be far less, especially if half. the
smallest term is counted. The above are the practical formulm
except when qx is so small that the smallest term may be big
enough to introduce a large error. Even when qx is as small
as 1, the error is not very great. It is when the point of
convergence, which is at a distance along the series when qx is
big, comes to the beginning of the series, that we are obliged.
to go to the convergent formulre (4). The difference between
the divergent and convergent series is, for numerical calculation,
only one of degree, and the degree varies. In the convergent
series, the point of convergence is always at the end of the
series, which cannot be reached. But the terms at the
end tend to zero in size, so that by taking enough
trouble we may reduce the error to be smaller than any
quantity that can be named. But then, when qx is big,
a very large number of terms must be counted before we
come to the convergent region, so the convergent formulre are
unpractical. On the other hand, if Sqx is greater than 1, the
divergent formulre are convergent from the very beginning,
and allow of rapid calculation with an accuracy which is
practically unexceptionable when qx is a large number, and
of fair approximativeness so long as the point of convergence
is not too near the first term. It is a question of practice
which formulre to use. The connections between the conver
gent and divergent formulre will be given in Chapter VII., as
well as their connections with other formulre. There is a.
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table of the 10 and 11 functions (and others) in Gray and
Mathew's work on Bessel functions, p. 282, going up to
qx=5·1. After that (48) may be used, or even (47), noting
that 11 is the derivative of lo, But I cannot find any table of
the important K0 function, and therefore use ( 49) myself, or
-else (4), to get rough values.
Since, as has been said, the above formulre become numerical
when steady states are concerned, it is not necessary to rewrite
them, with JRK substituted for q, to indicate the special
results. Observe, however, that should either R or K vanish,
•Or both vanish, the formulre simplify considerably, when
steady states are concerned, and it will not be a bad thing
for the reader to look into a few cases in detail, both with q
finite first, and then with q = 0, by the vanishing of R or IL
Look at (39) for example. The constant impressed current
.hat y produces V as there given, with q2 =RK in the 10 and
1{0 functions, and Z = R. Now, ifR is zero, V is zero on both
sides. The corresponding current is 0 1 = O, on the left, and
·02 = h, on the right side of the source. That is, when Z = Lp
and Y = Sp, representing the case of no waste of energy by
resistance, h all goes to the right ultimately, and there is no
electrification. The absence of electrification is the striking
point. It is really a case of statics, or of motional statics.
The setting up of the steady state involves electromagnetic
waves, of course, but they disappear ultimately. [Not by
actual cessation, but by transference to a great and con
tinuously increasing distance of the variable state. Details
later.]
The divergent Formulre are fundamental. Generation of
Waves in a Medium whose Constants vary as the nth
power of the distance.
§ 336. The next thing to be done is to show how the Bessel
solutions in general are generated by waves. This was done
before in the case of a uniform cable, leading to Fourier series.
We take a source at a point, and construct the double wave it
generates, going to right and left. Then we add on, one after
another, terms representing the reflected waves generated at
the terminals by the incident first waves and their successors
.and overlappers. The complete set of waves, when in opera.-
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tional form, makes a geometric series, which, when summed,
expresses the operational solution in condensed form. Con
version to series of normal functions then follows by the
expansion theorem. So we prove that the.series of waves and
the series in terms of normal functions are equivalent.
To do this for the Bessel series is not a useless mathematical
complication, but is of fundamental importance, both from the
physical and the mathematical side. From the physical side
because in :Maxwell's theory all disturbances of electric or mag
netic force are propagated at a speed 11 settled by the induc
tivity and permittivity, which property is not interfered with
by the simultaneous existence of conductivity (electric or
magnetic). All solutions involving change are, therefore,
ultimately of wave nature. This is also true when, by artificial
restrictions, we make v be infinite. In such limiting cases
we do not see any succession of waves in time, for they are
made simultaneous, but there is no essential difference in the
principle. The waves are there, all the same. Also, from
the mathematical side, the question is important in casting
light upon the connection between the two kinds of Bessel
formulre, the convergent and the divergent.
The wave analysis and synthesis is nearly as easily done for
the Bessel waves of mth order as for the zeroth, and is made
plainer by the extension. Therefore, let
dV Z-C
_dO= Yx"V
---=-'
(1)
d.c
dx x" '
be the circuital connections of voltage and current, Y and Z
being preferentially I{+ Sp and R + Lp, so that the resistance
and inductance per unit length of circuit vary as x-", and the
leakage and permittance as x'". The characteristic of V is
d2V + 1! 1Y__ = q2
V,
!.... !!...x" c!:_Y___ = q_2V, or
(2)
dx" x dx
x" dx dx
where q_2 = YZ.
This is the theory of the propagation of plane waves in a
medium whose specific properties vary as the nth or - nth power
of the distance from a fixed plane; or of cylindrical waves
when the variation is as the (n- l)th power, and so on to other
dimensions. But n is not restricted to be an integer; it may
be fractional if we like.
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Let

l2 - 4m2 + (12 - 4m2)(32 - 4m2)
Hm (qx) = (�. ) • qz {l +
+
� (Sqx)�
-rrq_x E
l!_ Sqx

. . . },

(3}
2 + (l2 - 4m2)(32 -4m2) _ •• )
2
4m
1
_
½
�
c-'I
_
_
•
K (qx) = ( ) "'{l
I.!_ Sqx
� (8gx)2
-rrqx
f'
m
(4}
These are to define the functions Hand IL It may be readily
tested that x-mHm(qx) and x-mK m(qx) satisfy the characteristic
(2), provided n= 1 + 2m,_ or m=½ (n-1).
Now H and K are divergent series, that is, when qx is
numerical. They are, nevertheless, actually the fundamental •
Bessel formulre, because they are the wave generators. It is
not difficult to see this. Suppose there is no waste of energy by
resistance. Then q = p/v, and eq "' is a mere translation operator,
turning t to t + x/v in any time function on which it works.
Similarly e-<I"' turns t to t - x/v. Therefore, by § 276, the H
operator belongs to an inward wave, and the K operator to an
outward wave, if there is nothing else to interfere with this
property. Now, in the case of a homogeneous medium n=O,
and m = - ½- Then H is simply proportional to Eqx and K to
c qx, indicating propagation at constant speed without distor
tion. In other cases, His Eq "'F, and K is c q"'G, where F, G are
as in (3). The translation is still done by the exponential
operators, but the operand is altered first by F or G. So
these operators do the distortion, or deformation of the
waves.
When there is resistance, q_ is not p/v. But the exponential
operators may still be reduced to EPx/v f and cPx/v g, when f
and g are other operators also concerned in producing distor.
tion. Thus, from the fundamental fact that disturbances
travel at speed v, the forms of Hand K prove that they are
the wave operators, H for an inward, and K for an outward
wave. If this general reasoning is not convincing, I may add·
that the algebrisation of (3), (4) with an operand added is
quite easily effected in various simple cases (and the extension
to the general case is only a matter of complication) with
tp.e results as above described. Some cases will be given in
Chap. VII.
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Having settled this point, use H and K to show the primary
waves generated by a source. Let there be a source hat y.
Then
(5)
show the waves, V1 to the left of y, and V2 to the right. To
prove this, note first that the proper operators containing x
are used for the waves. Next, that V1 =V2 at y. Thirdly,
that 02 - 01 = h at y. The last is done by the conjugate pro
perty of the H, K functions, which is
(HK' - H'K),, = -

±,

(G)

1rX

if the accent means differentiation to x.
In (5) the operand is h, which may be any function of the
time, but if we take it to be constant, beginning at the
moment t=O, then V1 and V2 represent waves of V starting
from y at that moment, and travelling to right and left at
speed v.
Construction of General Solution by Waves.
§ 337. If there are no terminal impositions-that is, if the
characteristic is valid (except at the source) all the way from
x=O to oo, the V2 wave goes on to infinity. But the V1
wave, when it reaches the origin, generates a reflected wave,
which also travels out to infinity. There are no more waves
than these. But should there be a boundary on the right of
y, say at z, both the outward waves, primary and secondary,
y

Zo
generate reflected waves there, and both these· inward waves
generate outward waves when they reach the origin, and so on
for ever. It is the same when the origin is not in question,
but the place of inner reflection is at x= >.., on the left of
,,; and y. It is now easy to construct the wave series.
VOL. II.
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Let x = ,\ and l be the boundaries, and the point x where V
is wanted be on the left side of the source h at y. The first
wave is
(7)
by the first of (5). Put x="- to produce its value at A.
Multiply by a reflection coefficient, say a:, to produce the
value of the reflected wave at the same place. Then multiply
·by (x-"' Kmx)/('A-m Km>.) to express the reflected wave at any
point, because this operator is 1 at A, and has the right x
function in it. The result is
!{mx
v2 = ::' Zh Kw, (a'§_�) !{2"�
= '.: Zli Kmu
ym a1 xm ,
x'" 4

(8)
Km>if a1 is the operator in the brackets.
· Put x = l to give the value of v2 at l. Then multiply by a
reflection coefficient, say b', to give the value at the same
place of the third (inward wave) generated by v2 • Finally,
multiply by (x-"' Hmx)/(l-m Hmz) to produce the complete third
wave anywhere. The result is
4

y'"

(9)
if b1 is the operator in the second brackets.
the same over and over again. Thus,
i•4 =v2a1b 1 ,

v5 =-i,3a1b1 ,

v6 =v4a1 b1 ,

After this, it is
&c.

(10)

�'.'he sum of all these waves is
(11)
which expresses V at x (less than y), so far as it arises
from Vi,
But there is also the initial wave to the right to be con
sidered. It does nothing at x itself directly, but only by
reflection at l. Initially the primary wave is the Y2 in (5).
Put x = l, and multiply by b'(x-m H= )f(l-mHm1), to produce the
first inward reflected wave, say w11 which can act at x. It is
(12)
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After this it is to be treated in tbe same way as v1 was, for both
"i and w1 are inward waves. Therefore
K,nzr. ZhHmu
-- b11½-m
ym

W2 = -

4

(12A)

x

is the next outward wave, and the rest are
Consequently the sum of the w waves is
�W= W1 +w�

1 - a:ib1

(14)

'

and the complete V1 at x is �v + �w; that is

It only remains to find a 1 and b1, or a' and b', the reflection
coefficients. Let V = Z1 C at l, and consider any outward
wave and the reflected wave superposed. They are represented
by
(l(i)
multiplied by a fac�or not containing x.
currents are

The corresponding
(17)

by the first of (1), and using these properties of the functions,
I d H,,._Hm+I
--�---,
x

qdx xm

(18)

m

which are easily verified by the definition of H and K above.
The ratio of (16) to (17) is therefore Z1 when x = l. So
(19)
and therefore
if B = l"Z,q.

z

(20)
R2
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In a similar manner, let V = -Z0C be the condition at the
other boundary "-, then -ive shall find by the proper change of
symbols that
-Hm)..+AHm+l x
(21)
' '
al = Kmx + AKm+l,X
We may therefore write (15) symmetrically thus:_ r.Zh (
Hmv + bK,,.v)
V1 - 4 m � Hm.,+aK,nx)(
--- '
x ij
b �-

(22)

where a stands for a1 as in (21), and b for the reciprocal of
b1 in (20), so that a is derived from b by turning l to ,;\. and
Z1 to-Z0• We have only to interchange x and y to obtain
V2 on the right side of the source, and the results are explicit
in terms of the terminal resistance operators. They are
derived entirely from the initial waves from the source, by
the addition of the reflected waves. The divergent series are
therefore essential to a proper understanding of the matter.
Construction of General Solution by the Convergent
Formulre.
§ 338. Now consider a radically different way of viewing the
subject. Besides the divergent series there are convergent
series satisfying the characteristic. Thus x-m I,nx and x-mr-mx
are convergent solutions of the characteristic (2), if
{½q.v)m+2 (½qx)mH
Im(qx)- (½qxr
+
+
(23)
[Q /m + )!� I�� ... '
and Lmx or I_m(qx) is got by turning m to - m. These I
functions are always finite at the origin when mis positive or
zero, and infinite when m is negative. It follows that
(24)
are general solutions, and represent V on left and right of a.
source h provided r, s, A1 and B1 are properly found.
First, V1 = V2 at y, the place of the source h, makes
Bl =Imy +rL myAl'
Imy +sI-my

(25}
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so B1 is eliminated. Next, A1 is to be found by 09 - C1 = h
at y. Now the C's corresponding to (24) are
C1 =

C2
because

=

1 d1

,,.
--�
dxxm

q

-1xm+ 1 (Im+1,x+rLm-1,x)A1,

-! x

. (:!6)

m+ 1(Im+1,x+sLm-l,x)B ,
1

Im+i

= --,

x"'

1 d Lm

Lm-1

--q dx x"' =--,
x'"

as may be quickly tested by the series (23).

h condition just mentioned, we find

(27)

So, applying the

ltZ(Im+ sl_-:_m ) �=---,Al
"q?J'"+l(r -s)( CmLm-1 - Lmim+I)

(28)

=

at the pointy. In the denominator a conjugate property is
involved of voltage and current, in the manner of § 331, and
the value of the quantity in the second brackets in the deno
minator is easily seen to be x-1 x constant. To find the constant,
use the series (23), writing down the first terms of Im, L ,,. _1,
&c.; and pick out the terms involving x-1 • There is only one.
The result is
2 .
1
--smm,.,
I I -m-1- I -mIm+1 2
(29)
,.qx ,
q.� Irn ]-- m - 1because
j-m= -mj-m-1,
and jm
l-m = _m,.
(30)
- -- Slll m,.
are elementary properties of the E.. function, which we shall
come across again in Chapter VII., to be there proved. Thus
=

=�,.Zh. Imy +sL,,,,,
y"'
(s -r) sinmr.
and therefore, .finally,
_J. z7,,(Imx+rL,,,.,)(Imy+sLm
11)
------'-V1-2
'---�
x"'ym (s ---'-,--�---=,
r) sin m-;;
A1

(31)
(32)

r.

in a symmetrical form, is another way of expressing Vr If
we determine s and r by the same terminal conditions as
before, namely V = z l c at l, and V = - ZoC·at .\, we find

-

S- -

I,,.l+BI,,,.+J, l
'
l_,,,l +Bl-m-1,i

r _ - Imll. + Alm+l, ).
-1-mll. - AI-m-1,ll.

1

(33)

